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Report SSD-TR-65-161-l

FOREWORD

This vipplemental final report is prepared by the Aerojet-General Corporatin,
Sacramerto, California, in accordance with the requirements outlined in AFSCM
310-1B, 8-17-12.0-1, Technical Report, and describes the results of the program
conducted to develop a turbopump gearbox lubricant for the Titan family engines.

This technical report has been reviewed and is approved.
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A2ZTtRACT

The devel-o7z-n of a trbo.pump gearbox lubricant for the
Titan I1 family engines vacs undertaken to formulate a new lubricant,
which vould replace presently used Bryco 880 Conojet (MIL-L-7808D(1))
oil. Naphthenic mineral oil wes selected for tbe base because it
has excellent storage life and propellant compatibility. Several
additive vore admixed to provide oxidation stability, good aeration

characteristics, and a high load-carrying capacity. The task was

completed with t~h selcetion of Humble 3156 gear lubricant, which
is being proposed for engine qualification testing. Specifications
covering all the particulars of this now lubricant have been
vritten and are attached to this re-port. The development program
encompauced the folloving tasks:

i. Selection of basic candidates.

2. Optimization of eadditives

3. Selection of final candidate lubricant

i
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I.

IMRODUCTION

Turbopump gearboxes for Titan rocket engines ire presently lubricated with
a di-eutar lubricant formulated by the Bray Oil Copany, Los Angeles, California,
to mest a no-i-obsolete military specification (MIL-L-7808D(l)). This synthetic
lubricant was initially selected for the Titan II Weapon System (WSIO7A) in 1956
bcause its load-carrying ability was slightly higher than othcr available lubri-
cants having acceptable viscosity limits. However, several problems associated
with t.he use of this oil have motivated the Air Force and Aerojet-General Corporation
to seek an improved lubricant. These problems are:

(1) Soap-like deposits are formed by lubricant-propellont incompatibility.
These deposits which necessitate turbopump disassembly and cleaning are found in
a cavity formed by the pump ane gearbox dynamics seal.

(2) A gum-like substence is formed as a result of incompatibilities of
lubricLnt-gas generator gases;this gummy substance plxgs the lubrication oil filter
causing high pressure losses and results in marginal lubrication.

(3) Incipient geor teeth scuffing is caused by the lack of load-carrying
capacity under certain severe operating con:"tions.

(4) Logistics problemi result from the short stormge life of esters; the
quality of this lubricant is difficult to con;rol because its composition is not
knovn and the lubricant Is supplied by a single sc-rce and is formulated in accor-
ance with an obsolete specification.

In a previous program (Ref 1), comercially available lubricants potentially
useful for this application were screened and found tn be incompatible with the
Titan system propellants and gas generator products. At the conclusion of this
earlier program, three prospective additive fornulations in a propellant-conrpatible
mineral base oil were shovn to be worthy of further development. These formulations
differed in the type of Ioad-carr 'ing additive employed and are described below-

Candiiate
No. Load-Carrying Additive Oxidation Inhibitor Anti--Fcen Aitive

1 0.251 Didodec'l FPhosphate 0.5% Ethyl 702 ('.01% _Wcnanto PC-124L

2 0C5%0 Dirrexy! Phosphate 0.5% !•thyl ?02 0.1% V.•on ntz PC-124

3 0ý.20%l 'Ctholeum ;62 0.9% Ethyl 77? :0.1% orstntc -2
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I, Introduction (cont2)

The purpose of this report is to present the :esults of a rrogram coiducted
to (1) optimize the concentrations of the above asddtite formulaticne, (?f evaluate
each cardidate by laboratory and corponent te'ting, and (3) select the best candidate
for possible qualification in the !"?A.

Specific program objectives are as followi:

(1) Load Capacity: Ryder Gear test value of 3000 lb/in, of tooth vidth.
Good tharacteristics of boundary lubrication arl "break-in" performance.

(2) Compatibilitv: No reaction vith AeroZI.E 50; nn solid sludge forming a
precipitate with N204 or turbine hot gases; and no reaction with the present
lubricant.

13) Operational Characteristics: Good coolant capacity (miniwum
and a maximum visccsity of 4 centistokes at 2100F.

(f%) 3torability: Ten-year storage life vithout zorrosiven•ss to metals

or -- in basic oil properties.

(5) Quality Assurance: Detailed composition apecification.

The work to accomplish tne above zbjectives ids performýed in iccordance with the
following progra= plan: (1) select basic choicei of forulationrs trom previous work,
(2) establish the optim= concentration of additives in each formae ion, (3) select
a final choice of lubricant, (41 perform c•mprehensive laboratory and cop~nent
evaluations of the final candidate relative to the present lubricant, and (5W establish
test objectives for new lubricant qualification prograks if a promisin, candidate is
developed

For the convenience of th- -esder vto is not famxtliar with the requirements
of the lubricant, the first part of the technic.a 4lccussion contains a descrrntion
of the Titan gearbox lubrication system. Ihe rtnainirg portion. of the cechn!csl
discu-sion 'resents the results . the crezram.



WU •. -• •.......io tU i Titan HI engine gearboxes has been
cs ezt a ofi o-'-tory and component tests. The quality of this
can be casiiy cntrolled -through-the use of-a composition specification
r n- i fpend .... Table I lists specific program objectives and

r acco1prishmentz. Thki table shows that asll-initial objectives have
Sachieved. excet the requirements for noncorrosiveness.

vs etrneme Dr.... additive (alkyl acid phosphate) reacts
Sith stce (excc-nt ataiess steele) to form an iron phosphate coating. This

cacaarp- aapa ligbt gray tarnish in the absence of water and is a gray-black
, in the re• .nce of 0.22% umter (the present oil specification limit). The

a ...n does aot affect the dimensions of the steel parts and is expected to be a
L-_=da'-y lubricant for tearings and a mild antirust film for all steel parts.

AUthough tho Ryder Gear rating objective of 3000 lb/in. -as achieved in
anddad Ryder Gear tests, i-t was found that when black iron oxide (currently used

C"_ trodutlon gears) is placed on the gears as a coating, the load capacity of the
new 1 ,.bmic t is reduced from 3000 to approximately 1500 lb/in. To better understand
the mening of this data, the following discussion is devoted to a summary of black
oxide, why it is used in the Titan gearbox, and the mechanisms by which the two

;• ricantn act.

Bla.ck oxide vas originally coated on gears to provide a mild rust inhibition
and to slightly inzrease load capacity. The load capacity of the present di-ester-
type lubricant depends on the formation of oxides and is therefore assisted by
the presence of a black oxide coating and the presence of an oxidizing environment.
fhe load czapacity of the new lubricant is provided by the acid phosphate additive,
-hich reacts with the iron surfaces, apparently independently of the environment,

to form iron phosphate. This iron phosphate is known to possess a low shear strength
a=d, thereby, prevents asperity welding (scuffing). The presence of a black oxide
coating prevents the beneficial action of this additive. The acid phosphate coating
is approximately 30% more effective than the oxide formation with respect to load

capacity and about eofual in corrosion inhibition.

Ryder Gear test results have shown that the load capacity of the present

lubricant is degraded when the oxygen in the gearbox is displaced by gas generator
products (a turbine seal leakage) or an inert atmosphere. The load capacity of the
present lubricant as measured by a Pyder Gear test, decreased from 2200 to 1400 psi

when oxygen was replaced by gaseous nitrogen in 9.he Ryder Gear tester. The new

lubricant,hove-er, iias not affected by the exclusion of oxygen; this is understancaable
b.ecau--e the fuv-tation of iron phosphate does not depend upon the presence of oxygen.

Page 3
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II, Sumary (cont.)

Laboratory gearbox tests conducted at Western Gear Corporation show that the
new lubricant performn satisfactorily in gearbozes containing black oxide coating
gears at extended test durations and at loads up to 137% of the normal value. The
new lubricant produced slightly more abrasive wear than the present lubricant, but
this is not considered to be a problem within the life requirements of field units.
These tests were corducted at lubrication oil jet pressures in excess to 20 psi.

as a result of the above test data, a reduction in the lubricant load capacity
requirements of the litan first-stage gearbox was made. It has been determined that
the most severe gearbox scuffing conditions occur at low oil pressure and with the
gea bhox pressurized with gas generator exhaust products. Under these conditions, the
new lubricant is expected to perform at least as well as the present lubricant in
the presence of black oxide coating. Previously, it had been assumed that 3cuffing
took place with an oil that had a load-carrying capacity of 2000 ppi at the time that
scuffing occurred.

The conclusion reached is that the load-carrying requirements are significantly
lower than Lreviously estimated. The present couclusion regarding scuffing conditions
is supported by the absence of scuffing in tests performed with the present lubricant
tnder extreme loading conditions, low oil pressure, and an oxidizing environment, as
well as the pressure of scuffing on a unit subject to nominal load, low oil pressure,
&nd an environment containing exhaust prcductso

The relative performance of these oils under the severe scuffing conditien
described above is needed before the new lubricant is used in production units
containing black-oxide-coated gears. In new gearboxes where the black oxide can be
c-,ittýd, excellent antiscuff performance at all gearbox conditions is predicted from
laboratory tests.

The following is a summary of program objectives and accomplishments:

Ob__:tives Accomplishments

Gear load-carrying F.bility of More than 4000 ppi at EPPI Precision Inc.;
30C0 lb/in, of tooth width as 2590 and 2900 ppi at South;:2st Research
measured ty the Ryder gear test. Institute; 3040 ppi at Alcor Laboratories

Inc.

No reaction with AeroZINE 50. No reaction with ALroZINE 50 in a 50-50%
mix after T2o hr.

No sludge farming or solid No sludge forming or solid precipitate
precipit4te with N2 0 with N2 0 in a 50-50% mix after 72 hr.

Page )
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II, lumary (cont.)

Objectives Aecomp 4-hments

No sludge forming or solid No sludge forming or solid precipitates
precipitate when exposed to gas when exposed to NH3 and water (active con-
generator products. stituents of gas generator products) at

concentrations and exposure times exceed-
ing an engine firing. No detectable filter
plugging under conditions simulating those
which solidly plug the filter with the
present lubricant.

Equal performance to present Load-carrying ability, filter plugging.
lubricant when contaminated with propellant compatibility, and other
2% of the present lubricant, laboratory tests indicate performance

equal or better than the present lubricant.
A color chenge from yellow to blue-greei,
catalyzed by ultraviolet light has no
effect on performance.

10-yr storage life. Data oa each constituent of the new lubri-
cant blend show that at least a 10-yr
storage life in plastic-lined containers
can be expected. A blend containing the
same add4 tives at nearly the same con-
ca-tra*ions shvws no degradation after
2 yr.

No corrosion to gearbox parts. No corrosion of gearbox parte except
tarriiing of non-stainless-steel parts,
such .,j AISI 52100 bearings and AISI 1025
bring sleeves.

Pass aeration test by a clearing Dabl,-s cleltr in 39 sec.
of bubbles in 4 min after violent
agitation for 1 min in a Waring
Blendor.

Aeration performance equal to New lubricant equals present lubricant.
present lubricant as measured by
bearing temperature rise in a
)40-sec gearbox tost.

Pass ASTM foaming test. Pass ASTM fo&oring test.

Maximum viscosity of 4 centi- Three centistokes at 210 0 F.
stokes at 2100F.

Page 5
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III.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMCOM.tPNDATIONS

This section is divided into three subsections: "general conclusions,"
"npecific conclusions," and "recommendations." Folloving each specific conclusion,
a reference is given to portions of the technical discussion where verification
of this statement is given. The conclusions presented in this section are based
upon the results of laboratory and component tests which comprise Phase I of the
new oil development. Phase II consists of qualification testing under actual engine
operating conditions.

A. G0710L CONCLUSIONS

The followiug general conclusions were made:

(1) Laboratory and component testing have shown the following nev
lubricant to be the best of several candidates considered:

Base oil: 3-centistoke viscosity (at 2100 F)
naphthenic base mineral oil

Extreme pressure agent: 0.3% Ortholeum 162

Oxidation inhibitor: 0.5% Ethyl 702

Antiaer&tion agent: 0.1% Monsanto

Corrosion exhibitor: 50 ppl Ortholeum 535

(2) A comprehensive evaluation of this lubricant relativt to the
prti~ent Bray Oil used has shown that the new lubrican+ is superior in many areas
and, therefore, warrants the further testing under a.tual turbopump operating
conditirns. Such a program could be structured to se'rve as a qualification
program. (Advantages and disadvantages of the new lubricant are listed following
these conclusions.)

(3) The most severe gear scuffing conditions for current production
gearboxes with the present lubricant are low oil pressure and the displacement of
oxygen by gas -enerator exhaust products Under these conditions and with black-
oxide-coated gears, the new lubricant should perform at least as yell -q the present
lubricant. The new lubricant will provide double the load-carrying capacity in
new gearboxes where the black oxide coating is not appl.aed to the gear teeth
surfaces. In Tit4n II standard production gearboxes previously run with MIL-L-7808D(l)
lubricant, conversion to the new lubricant should provide equal or better perform-
ance to the MIL-L- W08D(l) lubricant.

(4) A sfrcific qualification program is not presented in this report.
Program planning crite-ia are present, however, which outline possible problem areas
that should be erylored wuider conditions simulating those of engine firing. It is
concluded that the planni.n.g philosophy for qualification programs should not be one
of statisticsa se-ection oi random gearboxes, but one in which the selection of test

Page 7
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I1, A, General Conclusions (cont.)

gearboses is made on the basis of unit histories which stres" the lubricant in
a manner desired.

(5) An Aerojet-General composition.-type lubricant specification has
been prepared defini:'w "-'e base stock and additives of the new lubricant formulation.
Variation limits in the composition of the extreme pressure additives (Ortholeum
162 by DuPont) have been explored by Aerojet-General and DuPont, and no differences
in performance were noted. DuPont agreed to perform special quality control tests
on batches of this additive supplied for Aerojet-General to ensure that subsequent
batches fall jithin the limits of the b..tches tested. Laboratory tests will tertify
the quality of each batch.

The advantages and disadvantages of new oil are summarized as follows:

ntaeDisadvtses

1. No filter plugging 1. Cost of qualification program

2. No seal cavity deposits 2. Exhibits characteristics vith
unknown effects!

3. Logistics

a. Gray tarnish on AISI
a. Known composition 52100 and soft stee.

(guaranteed future duplicate parts in absence of
composition and performance) water

b. Greater than 10-yr container b. Gray-black tarnish on
storage life AISI 52100 and sof*

steel parts in presence
4. Twice the load capacity in ibsence of water

of black oxide coating on gears
c. Formation of white

5. Load capacity is not degraded emulsion at rater

by inert gaseous atmosphere cencentrat i ons

6. Prevention of rust on steel in above 0.2%

presence of water 3. Only equal load capacity for

7. Less lacquer formation on bearings production black oxide coated
gears

4. Special plastic-lined oil
cans are required
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III, Conclusions and Raccomendations (cont.)

B. SPWIMC CONCLUSIONS

The following specific conclusions were made:

(1) Laboratory test results indicate that the ney lubricant warr-nts
further testing under actual turbopump operating conditions. Such a progra could
be structured to serve as a qualification program.

(2) The lubricant load-capacity requirements of T'tan first-,-.age
gearboxes are significantly lover than •reviously estimated:

WI) Gear loads 3T% greater than normal su aine,' for 4"00 see
'i1 not produce scuffing with either the new oil or pres•t ýfi with b'ack--x!de-

coated gears. With black-oxide-coated gears, the present oil 'ate: ^34O pi,! cnd
the new oil rates 1500 to 2300 ppi in the Ryder gear tests.

(b) In an inert gaseous atmosphere (sir-ating a 4 iArtne sasA.
leak), the present lubricant rates only 1400 ppi in the Ryder Gear test.

,c) In sn oxidizing atmosphere, the reduction in luoricant flow
to increase the scuffing tendency resulted in a structural failure (overheating)
of the pinion teeth rather than a scuffing failure.

(d) A gear tooth profile change (tip re •.e) accomplished in
.5 60 has virtuallv eliminated scuffing at normal lubrication jet pressures.

(e) A combination of low lubricatizn jet pressures and1 a turbine
se..&l leak is required to produce moderate scuffing in a 200-sec test. 'his is the
most severe gear-scuffing condition.

(3) The load capacity of the new lubricant is not deglded by an inert
atmosph_.:e becaUSe its boundary lubrication properties depend upon the f-riMat'on
of ii-n phost.hate, wl1ch does not require an oxidizer.

(4) Black-oxide-coated gears are detrimental to the I-ma-carryinq
capacity of the new lubricant because the oxide coating prevents the formation
of tron phosphatej in standard Ryder Gear tests, a drop from more than 4ol0v to
1500 pp' wvs observed; in Ryder Gear tests with Titan IT gear materials, a drop
-o 2300 ppi was observed.

(5) Black oxide coating increases the Ryder C-edr ratir' of the present
lubricant from 2100 to 2300 ppi in an oxidising atmosphere.

Page
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III B, Specific Conclusions (cont.)

(6) ortholeau 162 is thp best extreme pressure additive of the three
&.:utivts considered; :4dodecyl phosphate proved to be insoluble at low tempera-
tures in concentrations required to produce a Ryder Gear rating of 3000 ppi;
dicrepyl pL-qphate gave poor Ryder Gear results.

(7) Extremes in the composition of Ortholeum 162 do not affect the
-yder !ear rating.

(8) Contamination of the new lubricant or present lubricant with
v2% water and 0.1% AeroZfIME 50 does not affect their performance in the Ryder
Gear test.

(9) The usefulness of the Ryde- Gear test in predicting the load
-apacity of experimental lubricants is limited by poor repeatability; the Ryder
Gear rating of the new lubricant varied from 2590 to more than 5200 when it was
extensively tested by three different latoratories.

(10) The new oil will not cause filter plugging; the present oil reacts
with products from the gas generator to form amionium azelate which quickly plugs
gearbox filters.

(11) The aeration and foaming characteristics of the present and new
oils are equal.

(12) The preservative properties ,f the present and new oils are equal,
but both are poorer than those of preservative oils (such as oils meeting Specifications
MIL-C-8199C and MiL-M-6083B).

(13) The new oil produces no solid precipitates when exposed to
propellants, gaz generator products, oil meeting Specificettin MTL-L-7808D(1),
or water.

114) The long-term storage of the new oil is estimated to be &eater
than 10 years, compared to 18 months for MIL-L-7808D(l) oil.

Pgce
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III, Conclusions and Recomendations (cont.)

C. RECOMNDATIONB

The following recommendations were made:

(1) The mineral bue lubricant developed In this program should be
qualifiel for all Titan engine applications by performag turbopump aseembly gearbox
tests under conditions producing (1) a maximum tendency to plug filters, (2) a
severe scuffing propensitity, ana f3) maximum contauination by foreign substances.

(2) The black oxide should i omitted on the gear tooth surfaces of
all ne• production gearboxes to realize tU full potential of the new lubricant.

(3) Although Ortholeum 162 is a satisfactory load-carrying addi6i.ve
for this application, research should be continued to isolate an acid phosphate
compound, or mixture of acid phosphate compounds, which provide the optimum compromise
between load-carrying ability and corrosiveness. It appears that both mono-acid and
di-acid alkyl phosphatee are needed. The molecular structure of the alkyl group
should be larger than C12 to avoid problems of insolubility at low temperatures.

Fife 11I
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IV.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

This section contains the following subsections: (1) description of gearbox
lubrication system;(2) selection of the basic prospective formulation; (3) optimiza-
tion of additives; (4) selection of a final choice of prospective lubricant; (5)
evaluation of the final choice of oil; and (6) future qualification requirements for
the new oil. Detailed data is given on all candidate oils considered in order to
document information of value to the science and art of gearbox lubricant development.

A. GEARBOX LUBRICATION SYSTEM

The lubrication system used for cooling and lubricating the load carrying
elements in the gearbox consists of a lubrication pump located in the oil reservoir,
oil passages to the lubrication oil jets within the gearbox and to an oil cooler
coupled to the reservoir (Figure 1). The reservoir in mounted to the accessory drive
pad on the gearbox input side (turbine side) and the lubrication pump is driven by the
pump gear off the accessory drive pinion. A sectional view of the first-stage turtZ-
pump shoving this arrangement is shown in Figure 2.

The lubrication oil pressare pump identified by Number 11 Figure 1 dis-
charges oil through port 5 to the lubrication oil passages of the gearbox. Oil Jets
within the gearbox direct lubrication oil to the unmeshing teeth of each gear mesh.
A drain cover, locuted on the lover part of the inpu- housing and oil drain passages
direct oil to the lubrication pump scavenge elements through Ports 2, 3, 6, and 7.
The scavenge pumps circulate the drain oil through the oil cooler to the lubrication
oil reservoir where it flows, by gravity, through the 40-micron filter element (screen)
15 to inlet 13 of the lubrication oil pressure pump 11.

B. SELECTION OF BASIC PROSPECTIVE FOPJULATIONS

i. Introduction

A previouis AFIP oil program was concluded with the selection of a
4 certistoke naphthenic iubriceaat designated Humble 3155 (Rcf 1). "Ihe shortcomings
of this lu.licant were excess..,e aeration and marginal corrosiveness. Suoseq!,t"t1y
however, tvo altern-a,.vie load---f--ing capacity additives have been synthesized,

i showed a promising reduction in corrosiveness. New pz•-spctive oils havinig
these two additives Plus the Hu=ble 3155 forrulation wi vth an improved anti-
aeration addilive were prorosed as zew candidates. 7Ies'e three ini:la.1 ca"ndidates were
as follows:

Cpndidate No. I: 4centistoke naphthenic base lubricant
0.25% didodecyl phospwate (Wn anto)
2.5% •-tiwi 702

"'.0A1 on•anto PC-i2'-.

Pa~e 13
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TV, Br, Selection of Basic Prospective Forulations (cont.)

Candidate No. 2: 4 -centistoke naphthenic base lubricant
0.5% dicresyl phosphate (Monsanto)
0.5% Ethyl 702
0.01% Monsanto PC-1244

Candidate 'No. 3: 4-centistoke naphthenic base lubricant
0.20% Ortholeum 162 (DuPont)
0.5% Ethyl 702
0.01% Monsanto PC-1244

T1-he selection of basic formulations involved the choice of the number,
types, and amount5 of additives for a mineral base oil. Major effort was directed
tow-rd the selection of the extreme pressure additives, since the p:-oper balance between
sCuffing limit and lubricant corrosiveness is of major importance. Tentative amounts of
each additive in the three new candidate lubricants were selected by judgement and
experience.

2. Baze Lubricant Selection

The base lubricant selected is a super-refined naphthenic base mineral
oil made by Humble Oil Company and designated 3153. The mineral base oil provides a
large improvement in chemical compatibility with AeroZINE 50 and nitrogen tetroxide.
T'his base stock has a proven 20-year storage life and has good low-temperature prop-
erties. This lubricant is manufactured by processes developed at Pennsylvania State
lriversity for the U.S. Air Force by Drs. M. R. Fenske and E. E. Klaus (Ref 2).

The term "super--ofined" refers to additional processing beyond that
normally employ-i in the manufac;- - ý conventional lubricant. Super-refining
improves the physical and chemical propermie• by removing undesirable nitrogen- and
oxygen-bearing compounds and chemically modifying or removing the aromatics. It is
unavoidable that this process also removes R few 'esirable components, such as natural
oxidation inhibitor; and anti-wear , but this is offset by an increased suscept-
ability to desirable additives. As with any mineral oil, a pressutrized system blanketed
with nitrogen will greatly increase the temperature capabilities of the lubricant by
minimizing o=idation and evaporation.

The Humble 3153 base stock can be described as the lubricant with a
low viscosity and a low viscosity index. The pour point is about -30 0 F. It is a high-
temperature-resistant fluid for use in the temperature range of -30 to +350°F. Its
properties are as follows:

Specific Gravity at 60OF 0.863 + 0.005
Flash Point, COC, OF, min. 325
Fire Point, COC, OF, min. 360
Water Content, Karl Fischer, % Max. 0.01
Four Point, OF Max. -30
Distilled at 330*F, iO-mm Pressure 5% Max.
Kinematic Viscosity at 100°F, cstk 14.2 + 0.7

Page 14
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I,13, Selectior of Ba,?ic Prosnectiqe Formulations (cont.)

Kinematic Viscoeity at 2l0'F, cstk 3.10 + 0.15
Viscosity Index Min.
)Keut. No. 0.03
Molecular Weight 2>96
Storage Life 20 Years
Corro~-iveness Negligible

Two different4 viscosities (3and 4~ centis-ttokes at 210OF) of this
mineral oil base were considered. The 4i-centistoke .ase provides slightly bett-r load-
carrying capacity, and the 3-centisto,-e has bettcr anti-aeratioxi -ýharacteristics. it
was previously determined that h4-centistoke oi~l was the maximum viscosity which could
be used in this applcto bcueohigh oil pump pressure at the start-up in the

gearbox at tempe tures below *'-'F.

3, Selection of Additives

Selection o'f additives was a rathei complex problem because the inter-
action of thje additives with the gearbox materiais a)nd propella~nts must be considered,
as well ss the performance requirements of h-igh load capacity, low aeration character-
istics and good thermal stability. in formulating a new prospective oil, the number
of additives was to be kept ac a minimum.

The additives that ap-pear in each batch consist Df extreme pressure-
additives (aJAl'l acid phocphates), an anti-oxidant agent (Ethyl 70-2), a defoamer and
anti-aeration agent (Monsanto PC-l2414).

An anti-ccrrosive additive (Ortnoleum 535) vas considered for certain.
blends.

a. ExtreL_ Pressure Additives

high-load-capacity luorican~tF frequently require an additive
.,o develop luboricating films which are more resistant t-' rupture thani the film strength
of the baze oil. The anti-scuff properties of ti-c prospective oils depend upon the
surface reaction of the extreme pressure additives w-ith gear materials (Ref 3, 4~, 5,
and 0). 1-t is believed that the mecl'snism ol additive anti-scuff action is the formation
of a low-sheai' compound which allows "sperities to be worn away in an orderly mannier
rather than welding together and causing scuffing, The surface ýtivity muast be a correct
balance betweer* corrosion and anti-r-cuff activity. The interaction of all of the above
influences en additive anti-scuff behavior are not completely understood; however,
s-,ny commnercia.l lubricants use extreme pressure additives to enhance load carrying
capaci t-y.

The avail ability of a low-viscosity mmineral oil for lubrication
of hINg,'h- speed Scarhcxes, such~ as ',Iose used in the Titan HI engine, is limited 'by the

~cimerislavnilatility of a boundary 1"Ibrication additive 'which will provide the
required arti-scui~i -,-ro-erties at a low viscosity. The initial requi-reent of this

progrwm 'itsa that, an extreme preessure (E.P.) Padditive for Titan II application should
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`vi fLyder Gear rating of 3000 lb/ln. and **t b* torroeiTe to silver-plated bearing
caves and other gearbox materials. The yder eear ratiag requirement was based on the
as5unrtion that the preseut KIL-L-7808D'I) oil, vhieh had a rating of 2000 Ib/in., was
responsible for an incipient scuffing condftion which was present in the gearbcx.

On the basis of pravies work conducted (Raf 1), it has been
cictermined that the impurities in tricresyl phoiphate &re the active species in provid-
ing anti-scuff properties. It would appear, therefore, that the synthesis of these
4uxlities to a high degree of pur.-., should provide a reliable method of increasing
thc load capacity of low viscosity mineral oils. To this end, two new additives--didodecy!
r=hsphate and dirresyl phosphate--were synthesized &nd evaluated, besides the existing

=.nti-scuff Ortholeum 162 additive.

Ortholeum 1620 is a commercial product which can be used to pro-
vide gear anti-scuff performance. This additive is a mixture of mono- and di-acid
rnog.hates at an approximate 50:50 ratio. It has been found that both mono- and di-
c iphs•sphates 3xe reouired for good extreme prestiure activity. This commercial
-rrduct of DuPont is ".adily available at a reasovAble cost. Itz properties are:

tn~t Nr. ao, c664270
Phosphoz. %u oy Weight 10
Solubility in Mineral Oil In all proportions
Decomposition Teý..erature 3550F

1c Aati-0,xidan6

Ethyl 702 oxidiation inhibitor was jointly a&eed upon between
;crojet and Dr. Beerbower from the Enso Research Product Division. Other major
oil companies have also had good experience with the Ethyl 702 additive in similar
anp4lica.% ions.

This additive is used to preventý form^tVcn of lacquer or var'nisb
ý,cnosits on hot run-4 !ng gearbox parts. Its chemical 3tructure is as followz:

CH3  %,J3

CH--- -C CH3 C -- C -C3

HO ... CH _2 /0H

Ch- C--CM CH - C - CH,

3 3 3 J

CH3  CH3

•Du Pont registe--ed t~adeipgk Page 16
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IV, B, Selection or bsic tc .. ve oFormulations (cont.)

4, 4 Methylenebis (2,6 - di-tert-butylphenol)

Properties:

Form Powder
Color Light yellow
Molecular Weight 424
Flash Point 4240F
Solubility in l10 to 1,5% by weight
Mineral Oil at 00F

c. Anti-Aeration Additive

An anti-aeration additive, Monsanto PC-1244, was introduced to
imp, ¢e the "coolant" characteristics of the mineral base lubricant by reducing the
number of air bubbles entrapped in the lubricant during gearbox operation. This additive
was successfully used in England to so.'ve aeration problems with turbojet engines. It is
produced by the Monsanto Chemicral Compuiy under the name of PC-12h4 Defoamer. This
proprietary organic polymer is highly effective in acidic or neutral mineral base oils.
It is completely soluble in minerals oils within the recommended dosage of 1 ppm to 0.2%
by weight and has a long storage life.

d. Corrosion Inhibitor

To prevent the formation of a "Vaseline-type" deposit formed on the
low-alloy steels in the presence of water and to reduce the degree of graj tarnish on
similar stee!.s, Ortholeum 535,* alkyl amonium mixed alkyl acid phosphate was introduced.
Its properties are:

Solubility in Hydrocarbons Completely miscible
Phosphorous Content 6.8% by weight
Acid No. ASTM D-66 187

C. OPTIMIZATION OF ADDITIVE

The purpose of this sect..on is to present results of tests performed to
establish the best ccncentration of each of the additives for each of the basiec formu-
lations des-:ribed in Section IV,B.

1. Anti-scuff Additives

Considerable effOrt was spent on the optimization of the anti-scuff
additives because these additives play the most important part in for.mulation of the
candidate oils.

The estimated amounts of each three E.P. additives required to give i
Ryder Gear value of 3000 ppi are shown below.

*Du 'ont registered trademark.

Page 17
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IV, C, Optimization of Additives

Candidate No. 1: 0.25 Didodecyl phosphate 0.0181%P
Candidate No. 2: 0.50 Dicresyl phosphate 0.0562%P
Candidate Nn. 3: 0.25 Ortholeum 162 0.0262%

Three diff# nt amounts of each E.P. additive were evaluated In each
basic formulatL.'n.

The following Ryder cGar tests have been conducted on each of the three
prospective E.P. additives:

Batch Oil, DDP (1) DCP,(2) Orth. 162,(3) Ethyl 702, Monsanto Ryder Gear Value,
No. cstk % % % % PC-1244

10 4 --- 0.15 0.50 0.01 3043
11 4 --- --- 0.20 0.50 0.0i 4175
12 4 --.--- 0.25 0.50 0.01 5135
13 4 0.20 --- 0.50 o.01 7610
14 4 0.35 ---...- 0.50 0.01 8015
15 4 0.50 --- 0.50 0.01 7950
16 4 --- 0.20 --- 0.50 0.01 1525
17 4 --- 0.35 .. 0 50 0.01 1190
18 4 --- 0.50 --- 0.50 0.01 1385

71) DDP = Didodecyl phosphate
(2) DCP - Dicresyl phosphate
(3) Ortholeum 162
(4) ppi b/in.

The test revealed extreme weakness of dicresyl phosphate which did
not change the strength of the oil despite its heavy concentration of 0.5% by weight
This additive has also shown a very poor stability when reacting with arvionia, which
is one of the constituents of the products of combustion. A solid yellc• precipi-
tate has been found in the test tube. This type of precipitate would have caused
great damage to filter and nozzles of the gearbox in case of leakage of the products
of combustion into the gearbox. Therefore, it has been decided to eliminate dicresyl
phosphate from the oil program. "The other two additives favorably pa:3sed chemical
com patibility tests and were selected for further Ryder Gear evaluation.

While the Ortholeum 162 E.P. additive in the prospective oil gave
steady Ryder Gear values, , dode(vl phosphate gave erratic results. Investigation of
this laconsistency showed that each batch of didodecyl phosphate was different from
one another. Oil containing the first batch (designated Batch A) of this additive passed
all of the qualification tests. The second batch (designated Batch B) of this additive
was fo'And to produce low Ryaer Gear values and high metal corrosiveness. Monsanto
Compand produced a third batch in two portions (devignated Batches C & D) which demon-
strated their ability to synthesize a product of reasonable repeatability.
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IV, C, Optimization of Additives

The following summa y gives data for the batches of DDP as screened by
Aerojet in chemical and physical tests:

DDP Melting Neutralization Crystalline Corrosion Ryder Gear
Batch Point,°C No. KOH mg/gr Stricture Test Test

A 43 to 50 34l Central Passed Passed
B 47 to 49 432 Parallel Failed Failed
C 43 to 47 331 Central Passed Passed
D 43 to 50 34o Central Passed Passed

Tests were performed to investigate the difference betwee the above
batches and also 'o establish an acceptance specification for the additive. The follow-
ing conclusions can be made based on the laboratory investigation:

(1) Infrared spectra of samples from Batches A and B were found to be
essentially identical to each other. Minor differences between the spectra can be con-
tributed to water. Both samples -ontain water; however, Batch A contains more water
than Batch B. Since both samples behaved differently, the infrared spezctrum analysis
was considered inconclusive.

(2) A portion of Batches A and B was heated at 110cC at atmospneric
pressure for 2 hr. Batch B developed an amber color while Batch A showed only slight
discoloration. This is possible due to the stabilizing effect of absorbed moisture
by Bc"'h A.

(3) The melting points of Batches A and B are different.

(4) Neutralization number of Batch A is 341 mg KOG per gram of oil,
while Batch B shows a neutralization number as high as 432. This number is very
important in the determination of the chemical activity. It is believed that the high
neutralization number of Batch B resulted from a different synthesis mt.d A employed
by Monsanto Research Laboratory.

Photographs (X33) No. 1, 2, 3, and - of Figure 3 show d..f'erent
conditions zf Batches A and 5. Whereas hatch A shows ex' amorphous melted mass, Batch B
shows grannular material structure.

Microphotographs No. 5• 6, 7, and 8 of Figure 4 indicate a very
different crystalline str'nctur.. Btci A has centrally oriented crystals, .hile Batch
B .bhows parallel oriented .,Lructure. MicrThotoRrhs of Batch C show similarity "•th
Batch A. (Figure 5). A crowparison of Franular appearance between Batches B and C is shown in
shown in F'igure 6.

Thin-layer chromotography reveelt_ that the major di ATference
between Batch A and rBatch F was purit7. Batcn A _cntained botut 5% mono-sucid paosphate
and -1% di-acid rthicphate. while Batch B contalned all di-ac4' phosphate (DDP). £xtrs

?sge 'Y'
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IV, C, Optimization of Additives (cont.)

purification steps employed in the syanthesis of Batch B apparently removed the 5%
mono-rý.id phosphate, while Batch B contained all di-acid phosphate (DDP). Extra
purl.rication steps employed in the synthes's of Batch B apparently removed the 5% mono-
acid phosphate which occurred as an impurity. It is interesting to note that, con-
trary to initial assumptions, the presence of both mono- and d'-acids are required to
provide good extreme pressure lubrication.

To more rcadily compare and analyze data for the different E.P.
additives, a neutralization number (KOH) was selected as common denominator for both
E.P. additives. This number indicates the number of mg of potassium hyiroxide required
to neutralize acidity in one gram of oil. Ryder Gear test results with side A of thc
test gears is shown in Figure 7. Sides A and B test results, exluding rebu22ts w,4ch
differ more than 800 ppi, are shown in Figure 8.

In order to establish the required -oncentraticn didodecyl
phosphate, Ryder Gear values were plotted against percert DDP in Figuire 9. The
characteristic response curves transposed from the KOH versus Ryder C-ear value
previously described are placed on this curve. According to thi,- curve, R concentration
of 0.4% DDP would be required to meet the 3000 ppi requirement in 3-centistoke base
oil. It was established that 0.30% of didodecyl phosphate is the solubility 1lmit of
this additive at lewer temperatu:res. Therefore, the optinum concentration of DDP is
0.30%, whicn provides a Ryder Gear value of _bout 2400 ppi. In tht h-centistoke oili
values of Ryder Gear vere erratic but generally higher than In ti~e 3-centistc'<e blend
(see Figure 10).

The characteristic response curve of the 3-centistoke Orthole.M,
162 oil is 'own: in Figure U. This graph shows that a concentration of 0.3% is
required to achieve repeatable res-,;Its above the 30C0-ppi level. Figure 12 shows
similar results with blends containing 50 ppm (Ortholeum 535 in conjunction with
Ortholeu. 162;. "Ine concentration of Ortholeum 162 is selected st the minimum value
meeting the .Ryder Gear requirement of 3000 ppi to minimize corrosiveness to metals.

2. Oxidat ion :inhibitor

Ethyl 7C2 was selected as an oxidation i~rnbibitur up.on the recomnenda-
tion ar-d experience of the oil industry. The concentrat 4 on of this additive, based
upon indus- y experience, wae established at k.5$ by weight. Tris inhibitor effec-
tively prevented formation of varnish or lacquers on the gear*-ox parts vwen heated in
the oll at 347TF for five days.

3. Optim4irtion of Mcatc P.-i2h4 Defoa-cr

"The optimizati•r: of Monsanto ?C-1241, defoaner wv." arcomli~hed with
severs.2 blends of both 3- %nd 4-centistoke viscosity oil. Optimliation test dpta on
the ."-centistoke haze _41 with variuýus amcuntts Of E. &2.!iitives an--_ !4rs&:nto -l'
are •.hovn below:
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IV, C, Optimization of Additives (cont.)

SFoam to
By Weight, by Weight, By Weight, Aeration, Collapse,

• Ethyl T02 Mons. PC-1244 sec sec

0.5 DCP - 67 63
0.5 DCP 0.5 80 55
0.5 DCP 0.5 0.005 91.6 55

Candidate No. 2

0.5 DCP 0.5 0.01 81 49
0.5 DC? 0.5 0.015 94 60
0.5 DCP 0.5 0.02 92 53
0.25 DCP --- 90 47
0.25 DC? 0.5 71 55
0.25 DCP 0.5 0.005 86.8 47
0.25 DCP 0.5 0.010 81 47
0.25 DCP 0.5 0.015 75 37
0.25 DCP 0.5 0.02 87.5 143

Candidate No. I

0.25 DDP 0.5 0.01 280 200
0.25 DDP 0.5 0.005 341 1(5
0.25 DDP 0.5 0.010 284 207
0.25 DDP 0.5 0.015 724 260
0.25 DDP 0.5 0.02 468.7 214
0.20 orth 162 0.5 0.005 724 107

Candidate No. 3

0.20 Orth 162 0.5 0.010 1012.9 132
0.20 Orth 162 0.5 0.015 1207.6 8?
9.20 Orth 162 0.5 0.02 12214.9 158
0.20 Orth 162 0.5 0.025 1337 69

Aeration tests were performed according to the Aerojet-General test
method, wherein 200 ml of oil are heated to I00oF and agitated at high speed in a
Waring-type blender for one min. The oil is then transferred into the 250-mi grad-
uated cylinder, and the time (aeration see) is recorded wten the oil is clear enough
to see the cylinder graduation located on the far side. The foam thickness and the
time of foam collapse (foam to collapse sec) is also observed.

The 4-centistoke base oil has the rather poor aeration clearing time
of 512 see, while the 3-centistoke oil needs only 71 sec to clear. Because the three
prospective oils, Candidates No. 1, 2, and 3 were made from 4-centistoke base oil, an
o-timized value of Monsanto PC-1244 was required to keep aeraeior. at the lower value.
The results of the aeration tests conducted wiih the 4-centist-ke base oil can be suimed
up as follows:
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IV, C, Optimization of Additives (cont.)

1. Base oil with dicresyl phosphate E.P. additive:
- excellent aeration characteristics

2. Base oil with didodecyl phosphate E.P. additive:
-- marginal aeration characteristics

3. Base oil with Ortholeum !62 E.P. additive:

- unsatisfactory aeration characteristics

(Maximum allowable aeration time is 240 sec)

Over 20 additional 'eration tests were performed with the oil contain-
ing Ortholeum 162, the negative results of which can be seen in Figure 13.

Test results with h-centistoke oil containing dicresyl phosphate E.P.
additive are plotted in Figure 14 and show excellent aeration characteristics. Satis-
factory aeration characteristics of the 4 -centistoke oil containing didodecyl
phosphate, with the amount of Monsanto PC-1244 increased to 0.10%, are shown in
Figure 15.

Above tests pointed out problems existing with Candidate No. 3, which
contains Ortholeum 162 E.P. additive, while both Candidates No. 1 and 2 have shown
good "aration characteristics.

Therefore, a decision was made to change the base oil from 4 to 3
centistokes end to increase the Ortholeum content from 0.20% to 0.25% by weight. The
results of the aeration tests conducted with 3-centistoke base oil and the new amount
ýf Ortholeum 162 are shown in Figure 16. The beneficial action of Monsanto PC-1244 is
clearly seen in these tests, and its amcunt was established at 0.10% by weight.

Introduction of Ortholeum 535 to suppress corrosiveness of the oil
further reduced aeration time of the 3-centistoke Ortholeum 162 blend (Figure 1-).
Comparative aeration test results are shown in Figure 18.

Details of the aeration test performed on 3-centLstoke Ortholeum 162
oil (with Ortholeum 535) are shown in Figure 19. The present prospective oil, Batch
No. 41, is a direct result of the above tests and has shown excellent aeration charac-
teristics.

Final optimization of 3-centistoke c11 with its additives is shown in
Figure 20. The influence of Monsanto eC-12 4 4 is clearly seen. The improvement of
this blend with the addition of Ortholeum 535 anti-corrosive additive has been
demonstrated. With the content of Monsanto PC-1244 at zero, the aeration exceeded the
req-'red value of 240 sec. Gradual increase of this additive helped to drop aeration
time from over 700 sec to an acceptable value of 90 sec.
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IV, C, Optimization of Additives (cont.)

The strong oati-aeration properties of the anti-corrosive additive
(Ortholeum 535) surests that Monsanto PC-1244 may not be required. The decision van
made to keep PC-12)4 in the blend because the mechanism of the Ortholeum 535 action
is probably based on surface active properties, and its effect may not be lasting.

4. Opti•ization of Ortholeum 53j Anti-Corrosive Additive

This additive was introduced to combat corrosion and excessive forma-
tion of colorless precipitates on the soft steel in the presence of water. Table I
illustrates test results conducted to establish the needed amount of this additive.

The above tests show that anti-corrosive aditive is effective with
the oil containing DDP additive and highly efficient when added to the 3-centistoke
oil containing Ortholeum 162.

Further optimization of Ortholeum 535 was conducted using 3-centistoke
oil with Ortholeum 162 additive. Data from this effort are sumiarized below:

Base Formulation (Batch 41):

3-centistoke Super-refined naphthenic base lubricant
0.25% Ortholeum 149
0.5% Ethyl 708
0,1% Monsanto PC-i244

SpiLdle: SAE 1020 Polished to 6 to 10 rms

Amount of Water. O2%

Five-day tes', three determinations

Room Temperature 1400 F
Vaseline Vaseline

Batch 2. Sýpindle Formation Spindle Formation

Neat Black Gray Heavy Dull Gray Very Light
+ 25 ppA Ortholeum 535 vray Light Gray None
+ 50 ppm* Dull None Dull None
+ 75 ppm Dull None Dull None
+ 100 ppm Dull None Dull

xpp, = part per million

A mixture containing 5u ppm of Ortholeum 535 was ielected because
any further increase of this additive did not make any noticeable changes. Because
the innimum required amount of each additive war considered to be the beat solution,
The above amount was accepted in the lubricant f'ormuL-tion.
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TAM I

OPTIMIZATION TESTS WITH ANTI-CORRO6IVE ADDITIVE ORTHOLmJ 535

hJndle Test, 1/2 Diameter. ,BAX 1020 at 14o0* for Five dM with 0.2$ Water

4-cutk DDP 01i Neat Corroded and discolored dark ray, no ppt

+ 25 ppm PL-535 Dull, grayish, no ppt

+ 50 ppm PL-535 Slightly dull, no ppt

+ 75 pm• PL-535 Slightly dull, no ppt

+100 ppm PL-535 Spindle stained slightly, no ppt

3-cstk DDP OilL Neat Slight dull discoloration, no ppt

+ 25 pmm PL-535 Sl.ht stains, no ppt

+ 50 p•p PL-535 Slightly dull, no ppt

÷ 75 ppm PL-535 Slightly dull, no ppt

+100 ppm PL-535 Spindle slightly dull, no ppt

3-cztk Orth. 162 Oil, Neat Spindle slightly dull, oil hazy

+ 25 ppm PL-535 Spindle slightly discolored, no ppt

+ 50 ppm PL-535 Spindle dull, no ppt

+ 75 ppm PL-535 Spindle dull, no ppt

+100 ppm PL-535 Spindle slightly dull, oil clear, no ppt

Table I
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IV, C, Optimization of Additives (cant.)

The protecti.'e action of Ortholeum 535 is also demonstrated by the
results of a corrosion resistance test sumarized below. The poettes., coupons are shown
in Figure 21.

SAE 1008 coupons for four hours in 2500 lubricant
Dipped in 1% saline solution for 10 min
Observations after 24 hr.

Batch No. Observations after 24 Hours

MIL-L-7808D(1) Badly corroded
Batch 21 (without Ortholeum 535) Spots of corrosion
Batch 41 (with Ortholeum 535) No corrosion
Batch 34 (DDP Lubricant vithout Badly corroded

Ortholeu=, 535)

Favorable aeration results obtained when Ortholeum 535 was added to existing
blends are shown below:

Foam
Oil Aeration Foam Thickness, in.

Batch 13: Neat 380 235 1/2
With 25 ppm PL-535 125 87 1/2
With 50 ppm PL-535 56 37 1/4

Batch 26: Neat 106 64 3/4
With 25 ppm PL-535 44 None None
With 50 ppm PL-535 33 20 1/4

Batch 32: Neat 46 15 1/4
With 25 ppm PL-535 31 27 1/2
With 50 ppm PL-535 31 28 3/4

5. Sumar

Attempts to optimize the concentration of DCP showed that this addi-
tive does not have sufficient lubrication activity.under extreme press,,re. The optimum
concentration of DDP based upon a compromise between E.P. activity and solubility is
0.3% by weight. The best concentration of Ortholeum 162 based upon a compromise between
c-rrosiveness and the Ryder Gear requirement of 3000 ppi is 0.3% by weight. The best
concentration of Monsanto PC-1244 is 0.1% when used in Ortholeum 162 Ulends and 0.05%
•'en used in DDP blends. The opticim concentration of Ortholeum 335 is 50 ppm in
Ortholeum 162 blends.

rage 24
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IV, Technical Discussion (cont.)

D. SELECTION OF FINAL PROSPECTIVE LUBRICANT

Selection criteria for the new prospective oil consist of the program
objectives outlined in the introduction of this report. A large number of blends
shown in Table X were tested in laboratory and component tests and nearly all have
shown better performance than the MIL-L-7808D(l) lubricant. Five of the most promising
lubricants were selected as candidates for the final lubricant. Each candidate was
screened against the following tests:

1. Ryder Gear rating

2. Oxidaticn stability

3. Corrosiveness with soft steel

h. Aeration tendency

5. Chemical compatibility

6. Filt,ýr plugging test

7. Solubility

8. Western Gear aeration test

9. Quality assurance

Th'e five prospective oil blends were as follows:

E.P., Additives Anti-Oxidsnt Anti-Corr. Defoaaer
Oil, Orth. 162, DDP, Ethyl 702, Crtho. 535, Monsanto PC-1244,BatchNo. cstk _ _ % % _ _ _ _-__m_%

20 3 0.25 0,5 0.05
21 3 0.25 0.5 --- 0.10
22 3 0.2'5 --- 0.5 50 0.10
34, -- 0.25 0.5 -- 0.05

r, .30 -- o. 5 50 0.10

Relative performance of each of candidate oils aft.-r the 8creening
tests can be sumnied up as follows:
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ýV, D, Helection of Final frospoctivc Lubricant (cant.)

Batch No.

Tasks 20 21 22 34 41

Ryder Gear Rating Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass
Oxidation Stability Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass
Corrosiveness with Soft Steel Pass Failed Pass Pass Pass
Chemical Compatibility Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass
Filter Plugging Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass
AeratIon Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass
Western Gear Aeration Tests Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass
Solubility of E.P. Additive Failed Pass Pass Failed Pass

Total Score Failed Failed Pass Failed Pass

Failure of B-tches 20 and 34 was caused by the poor solubility of DDP at
low temperature. This could be solved by the synthesis of an alkyl phosphate in the
C range rather th.an C .. however, the availability of favorable candidates illuminated

t e need for this approach.

Batch 21 was eliminated because of its higher corrosiveness against the
AISI 52100 steel and mild steel (such as 3AE 1020). Tt is alsc p -ne to build color-
less, Vaseline-like precipjtnte' on the mild steel3 at room teraperaTure.

Bat-h 22 differs from Batch 41 in the amount of Ortholeum 162. An increase
from 0.2, to 0.30% by weight was made to meet the Ryder Gear rating of 3000 ppi.

C-. he hasis of the above comparison, Batch 41 was selected as the final
prospective lubricait. Humble Oil and Refining Company, which was v~ry instrumental
in the development of this gearbox lubricant, suggested thlat Datch 41 be calle.d 3156
Gear Lubricant.

The final formulation of the selected prospective lubricant is as follows:

Base Lubricant: Humble 3153 naphthci:ic siuer-refined
mineral 3-centistoke (at 2i©cF') luri+ant

Addit.ives: 0.31,3 Ortholeum 16- E.P. additive
0.50% Ethyl 702 Arti-oxidant

0,10% Monsanto PC-12DL Oefoawer
50 ppm Ortho.eAu 535 nti-corrcive additive

General properties of t'. final prospective lubricant are oompared uith
the properties of thi' MI[-L-750bD (-) 7brE_0It:

ýryco 0

Pour Pcit °> -: -"

Ca<•2
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TV, D, Selection of Final Prospective Lubricant (cont.)

Bryco 880
3156 MvIL-L-7808D(l)

Auto-Igrition Temperature, OF 735 74O
Neutraliz~tion No., mg/KO0,WTr 0.80 - 0.15 0.39

qarple
0oio Light yellow Yellow

Ryder Gear Rating, ppi 2500 to 4000 JBO0 to 2200
Oxidation Stability FEcellent Excellent
Corrosiveness Iron Form-tt light None

gray film
Other Gearbox Meta' s None None
Aeration Tendency Very low Very low
Foamii-g Very P' Very low
Chemical Conpatibillty with Pass Failed

Prop'lUants qnd Products
of Combustion

Filter Plugging Pass Failed
Storage Life Est i2 years Pabs - 18 months

All the additives of tI new formulation are f ...e-snel" items and
have undergone excessive research by the vendor.. No spec n2 request was made to
specifically blend any of the additives, which have shown their consistency throughout
the development end testing.
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IV, Techaical Discussion (cont.)

E. EVALUATION OF FINAL PROSPECTIVE LUBRICANT

With Respect to Present Lubricant)

1. Introduction

As discussed in the previous section, the final prospective lubricant
was selected from axong several candidates on the basis of its performance with regard
to the program objectives. Following this selection, the performance of the candidate
lubricant was further evaluated relative to present lubricant. Many of the tests were
conducted on a parallel basis to provide an accurate comparison.

This section contains description3 of the following laboratory and
conponent tests:

a. Load-carrying tests (Ryder Gear Tests)

b. Gearbox tests at Western Gear Corporation

c. Filter plugging

d. Propellant conpatibility tests

e. Aeration tests

f. Corrosion tests

g. Corpatibility with MIL-L-7808D(l) oil

h. Storage test

2. Load-Carrying Capacity

The load-carrying capacity of the new oil was evaluated by conparing
the resulto of Ryder Gear tests and gearbox performance test with the results obtaiDed
in duplicate tests with MIL-L-7808D(l) oil. Standard Ryder Gear testing procedure,
delincated in Appendix II, was varied in special tests to more nearly duplicate the
Titan II first-stage gearbox operating conditions. Special high-load gearbox tests
were also conducted at Western Gear Corporation on the new oil and MIL-L-TS08D(1) oil.

a. Ryder Gear Tests

(1) Standard Ryder Gear Tests

The standard Ryder Gear value unit is pounds per inch
(ppi) of tooth width and is a measure of the load-carrying capacity of an oil at a
particular set of test conditions. Each test oil is evaluated at the same conditions
as specified in Federal Test Method Standard 791a, Method 6508 (Ref 7).
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IV EZ Ealuation of Fina-2 Prospective Lubricant (cont.)

Standard Ryder Gear tests are conducted with case-hardened
gaes de of Am-6260 tOeel. =-d the tooth load in increased 370 ppi at each
successive 10-=n run. In this report, the above gear material is referrtd to as
"strndard Ryder gears" and the loading sequence as "standard loading."

To correlate Ryder Gear data obtained by different testing
laboratories, each laboratory periodically tests a reference oil, and all Ryder Gear
values are rated according to the reference oil in terms of relative rating percentaso
as- foOlOeR:

% Relative Rating Test Oil Average Rating x 1GO

Reference Oil Average RatingX10

Therefore, the higher relative ratings indicate higher load-carrying capacities.

The following table gives the average Ryder Gear value
and relative ratings for MIL-L-7808D(l) oil and the nev oil, obtained by the various
testing laboratories. Each tabulated value is an average of the tests or deter-
minations by a testing laboratory.

Ryder Gear % Rel. Number of
Testing Laborato Value in ppi Rating Determinations

MIL-L-7808D(l) 0-'?:

EPPI Precision Products, Inc. 2070 70.6 2

South West Research Institute 2204 82.0 4

152.6

Average Relative Rating - 76.3%

Batch 41 Oil:

EPPI Precisirn Products, Inc. 5200 179 7

SOutn West Reasearch Institute 2590 96 9

Alcor Laboratories 3040 106 3

381

Average Relative Rating - 127%

A relative rating ivroverwnt over MiL-L-T808D(l) oil of 50% was attained.
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Son of Fi I ____tive Lubricant (cont.)

•2i ut~ds' Ryder Gear data obtained from the three
tcstin- laboratories is ow in iFigure 22. Based on all the data obtained, the
verage relative rating of Batch 41 oil is 144%. The 127% rating is conservative

an=d fs bmsed on the =st repeatable values obtained. It excludes test data extrapo-
lated ber -`z the 5 -ppi capacity of the standard testing rig.

In evaluating Ryder Gear data, it should be understood
that lov ratings may result from gear variations, such as tooth spacing and tooth
surface finish. However, high values can only be obtained with oils that provide
hi&h film strength and scuff resistance.

(2) Special Ryder Gear Tests

A previous investigation of Ryder Gear tests shows that
caution should be used when evaluating an oil for use with gear materials other than
.AMJS-6260 steel or operating conditions other than those that can be produced in a
ydcer Gear machine. The following is an exerpt from a report on Ryder Gear tests

bY South West Research Institute on USAF Contract 33(616)-7223:

"On the basis of the load-carrying capacity
determinations of ten lubricants, it was found
that no organized correlation e.isted between
the results obTmined with one gear material
under a given set of operating conditions and
those obtained with another gear material under
another set of onerating conditions."

It may be concluded that the test results obtained from
standerd Ryder Gear tests, per Federal Test Method Standard 791a, Method 6508, provide
statistical data for oil comparison. However, more representative conclusions should
be baised on the resulte of tests tailored, as near as practicable, to the actual gear-
box operating conditions. In order to preserve data continuity, the standard Ryder
Gear testing was changed in two phases: (1) gear material and (2) sequence of loading
increments and duration of test at each load.

In Phase I, the gear material was not actually changed
but simply black-oxide-coated per Specification MIL-C-13924, Class 1, the same as
the Titan HI production gears. The following summary shows the results of the
stan-dard load sequence tests conducted by EPPI Precision Products, Inc.:

Ryder Gear % Relative Number of
Test Oil Value in Pul Rating Determinations

MIL-L-7808D(!) 2315 76 4

Batch h! 1430 47 4

The relative rating of Batch 41 oil is 39% lower with the black oxiee coating.
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IV, E, Evaluation of Final Prospective Lubricant (cont.)

In Phase II, standard gears were black-oxide-coated as
above, &ad the sequence of loading was modified. The initial load sequence and dura-
tion waz based on normal operating cycle of the Titan II first-stage gearbox. At
loads simulating the norml gearbox load, the duration of the Ryder Gear test would
approach the life of the gears and the data for comparison would be in term of time.
The nuz.)er of tests required makes the time procedure impractical; therefore, the
load incraments were established to simulate the getrbox break-in load, full-load,
and turbopuip assembly tests. Subsequent load increments were designed to obtain
rating data in ppi (pounds per inch).

The loading sequence for these tests is given in Table II
and the Ryder Gear values obtained with black oxide standard gears are listed below.

Ryder Gear % Rtlative Number of

Test Oil Value in ppi Rating Determinations

MIL-L-7808D(l) 2360 77 4

Batch 41 1632 54 4

In order to simulate gear conditions in the field, the
break-in runs were with 14IL-L-7608D(1) oil; the tept procedure was modified as shown
in Table III to evaluate Batch 41 oul at these conditions. MIL-L-7808D(l) oil was
used during the first two break-in runs and then the tests were continued vith
r.ttch 41 oil, plus 2% MIL-L-7808D(l) oil. The 2% MIL-L-7808Dk1) oil waL added to
simulate the residual oil remaining in tne gearbox in the silo after draining and
flushing. The procedures for draining and flushing as well as for refilling with
the new oil, are given in Appendix V of this report.

The results of these tests are given below:

Ryder Gear % Relative Number of
Test Oil Value in ppi Rating Determinations

MIL-L-7808D(1) break-in
followed by Batch 41 plus 2187 71.7 14
2% MIL-L-7808D(1)

This is more than a 42% improvement over the two previous
series of tests ard shows the adverse effect black oxide has on the E.P. (extreme
pressure) additives in Batch 41 oil. Therefore, the test was repeated, except after
the break-in with MIL-I-7808D(1) oil; the black oxide -as removed with phospheric
acid; and the test continued as above with the following results:

Ryder Gear % Relative Number o:
Test Oil Value in ppi Rating Determinations

Batch 41 plus 3915 129 2
2% MIL-L-7808D(l)
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TAB".~ II

RIDER GEAR MACHINE, LOAD-SEQUENCP.-SIMULATING GEARBOX

Test Tooth Load, Test Duration,
No. minutes

1 435 32

2 870 16

3 1750 16

S1750 16

5 1750 32

6 1900 16

7 1900 16

8 2100 16

9 2100 16

10 2270 16

11 2270 16

12 2270 24

13 21450 16

14 2450 16

Table IT
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TABLE III

RYDER GlEAR MACHINE, SIMULATING-GEARBOX OPERATION

Test Tooth Load, Test Duration,

No. .iites

iTest oil per MIL-L-1808D(1))

1 435 16

2 1730 16

(Flush - Continue test with Batch 41 oil + 2% MIL-L-78U8D(l) oil)

3 1950 16

4 1950 16

5 1950 32

6 1950 32

7 1950 32

8 1950 32

9 2320 16

10 2700 16

11 3100 16

12 3480 16

13 3860 ]
14 4230 16

15 4600 16

Table III
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IV, E, Evaluation of Final Prospective Lubricant (cont.)

This is a 79% improvement over the last test series and
a 150% improvement over black-oxide-coated gears with no break-in with MIL-L-7808D(!1)
oil.

Titan II gears are made of black-oxide-coated 4620 and
9310 steel; therefore, these materials wore evaluated by the standard Ryder gear load
sequence, with and without black oxide coating, with the following results:

Ryder Gear % Relative Number of
Test Oil Value in ppi Rating Determinations

With Black Oxide

MIL-L-7808D(l) 2385 78.2 2

Batch 41 2330 76.2 2

Without Black Oxide

Batch 41 3865 127 2

A relative rating improvement of 67% without black oxide was attained.

The Ryder Gear machine was used to evaluate both
MIL-L-7808D(l) and Batch 41 oils contaminated with water, AeroZINE 50, and extremes
of E.P. additives. •

Tabulated results of these tests, shown in Table IV, indi-
cate that these contaminants are ineffective at the allowable limits of gearbox
contamination.

In turbopump tests where a turbine seal leak occurs, the
atmospheric environment in the gearbox is one of inert or reducing gases. This
condition also exists during flight because the turbine exhaust gases are used to
pressurize the labricating oil system to minimize vaporization; therefore, a series
of Ryder Gear tests was conducted using a gaseous nitrogen atmosphere, with the
following resul•ts:

Ryder Gear % Relative Number of

Test Oil Value in p2i Rating Determinations

MIL-L-7808D(l) 1407 53.0 2

Batch 41 2830 106.3 2
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TABLE IV

TESTS OF LOAD-CARRYING CAPACITY

Standard Ryder Gear Tests k SWRI

New oil at extremes of Ortholeum 162 composition

Ave. Ryder
Gear Value, % Ave. Number of

ppi Rel. Rating Determinations

Max. mono-acid 2900 107 6

Xin. mono-acid 2900 107 6

Standard Test cxcept Nitrogen Blanketin&

Batch 41 onl 2830 106.3 2

MIL-L-7808D(l) oil 1407 53.0 2

Reduced Flow Test

Batch 41 oil at 50% 2197 82.7 2
at 25% 916 31.5 2

MIL-L-7808D(l) oil at 50% 1575 59.}4 2
at 25% 1569 59.0 2

Special Ryder Gear 'iesta

Gearbox load sequence with MIL-L-7808D(1) oil break-in
Black oxide by EPPI on Titan Ii gear materials

Ave. Ryder
Gear Value, % Ave. Number of

221 Rol. Rating Determinations

Batch 4l oil + 2% A - 1880 96 2
MIL-L-7808D(i) oil B a 3980

Batch 41 oil + 0.2% water 1730 56.7 2
+ 0.1% A-50

MIL-L-7808D(l) oil + 0.2% water 2575 84.5 2

+ 0.1% A-50

Standard Ryder Gear Tests

Batch 1 oil + 0.1% water
(Drop in KOI. from 0.65 to 0.57) 3915 129 2

Table IV
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IV, E, Evaluation of Final Prospective Lubricant (cont.)

The effect of oxygen on the pw ana present oils can be
seen when the above data are compared to the following data from the same test with

an air atmosphere:

Rjder Gear % Felative Number of
Test Oil Value in ppi Rating Determinations

MIL-L-T808D(l) 2204 82 4

Batch 41 2590 96 9

The Ryder gear value of the present oil, MIL-L-7808D(l),
was reduced 36% by the neutral atmosphere, while the value for the new oil was slightly

increased. It is concluded that the present ester-base oil requires oxygen to provide
the scuff resistance indicated by the standard Ryder Gear values. The new oil provides

high scuff resistance without the present' of oxygen by the formation of iron phosphate

on the gear tooth surfaces at operating temperatures and is, therefore, not adversely

affected by turbine exhaust gases in the gearbox.

Tests were also conducted to show a comparison of load-

carrying capacities of the new and present oils at reduced oil supply in an inert

atmosphere. The results of theae tests are graphically illustrated in Figure 30,
showing Ryder Gear values vs percentages of normal oil supply. These tests show

that the new oil is superior to the present oil above 35% of normal oil supply.
Coplett Pyder Gear test results are shown in Table X.

b. High Load

The initial evaluation of load-carrying and scuff resistance
provided by Batch 41 oil w- made from Ryder Gear values. As previously noted,
Ryder Gear values are not directly applicable to gears where the geax material,
tooth forms and dynamic conditions are not identical to those in the Ryder Gear
test arrangement. The more significant differences between the standard Ryder Gear

machine and the Titan II gearbox operating conditions are listed in Table V.
Therefore, the load-carrying capacity of Batch 41 oil was further evaluated in
Titan II gearbox tests.

These tests were conducted at the gearbox production test
facilities maintained by Western Gear Corporation in Lynwood, California. The test
schedule was designed tc establish the maximum load carrying capacity of MIL-L-7808D(l)
oil in terms of gear tooth surface year; i.e., scoring and scuffing so that Batch 41
oil could be evaluated by comparing gear tooth surfaces of the pinion gears u&fter

being operated at the same test conditions. These tests are referred to as high-load
scuffing tests to distinguish them from production tests.
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IV, E, _valuation of Finut Prospective Lubricant (cont.)

(J) Test Equipent

All scuff tests on both oils were conducted with a Titan I!
first-stage gearbDx asswbied with new bearings and gears to test each oil. The
first-stage gearbox was selected in preference to the second stage because:

(1) The tooth contact stresses in the first stage are

higher than in the second stage.

(2) The pinion gear teeth are loaded twice per revolution.

These and other factors cause the wear rate of the pinion
gear teeth of the fIrst-stage gearbox to be the highest of all the gears in both stages,
and, therefore) this was the gear selected to be inspected after each test run.

To achieve an overload condition on the gear teeth within
the onerating range of the test equipment, the width of the pinion gear was reduced
to provide 30% tooth overload at normal operating tnput torque. This loading is based
on the average effective width (1.953 in.) of the oxidizer and idler gear and the
effective width (1.512 in.) of the reduced width pinion. Because the test stand can
be safely operated at 10% above nfrm ial rated load, it was possible to simulate tooth
loads equivalent to 42% overload.

In order to control the lubrication oil pressure to the
gearbox, a by-pass line and control valve was installed in the lubrication oil circuit
between the lubrication pump discharge and the lubrication oil reservoir. The lubri-
cation oil pressure to the gearbox was controlled by varying the flow in the by-pass
line. It in significant that the oil flow in the by-pass line did not enter the
gearbox. This method provided adequate control of lubrication oil pressure to the
gearbox during all five test runs.

The conditionb of this test were maintained to obtain scuff
data at reduced lubrication oil flow to the gearbox and should not be construed to
represent all conditions of low oil pressure recorded during a TPA test. In these
tests, the pressure to the gear was reduced by an external by-pass, whereas in a TPA,
the oil flow to the gearbox i relatively constant and pressure decay is attributed
to thermal expansion of compcnents and subsequent internal leakage.

(2) Scuff Test with MIL-L-7808D(1) Oil

The first scuff test was conducted with MIL-L-T808D(l) oil
in accordance with the load conditions given in Table VI. After each test run of
200 or wire see, the =rking side of the pinion gear teeth were visually inspected
through the speed transducer port. Gear tooth surface disturbances and changes in
surface conditions observed during the visual inspections are also tabulated, adjacent
to each test run. After 4720 sec of operation, the gearbox was disassembled for
detail I ;2ntion and macrophotographing of the pinion gears. The test time-load
schedule for this teat is shown graphically in Figure 36.
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~~~~ar I........c 14ýi•ie~•ný3 Do~ - • aF .. . nue tion Results

25 Two light scratches 0.025 in. apart
3/16 in. from upper end of all 31
teeth.

No change

20 No change

I i5Q 4OO Very light scratches on addendu-
near O.D. No scuffing.

1 200 Very light scratches. No scuffing.

i J.,5 200 Light abrasion.

200 Slight increase in light abrasion.

125 21.0 No change

S125 4:00 Superficial scuffing near involute
profile. Modification in addendum.

10 i25 400 Noticable increase in width of light
scuff pattern.

I 137 200 Wide su-oerficial scuff visible
at Test 10 are less distinc.i-e due
to fine abrasive action.

1- 137 200 No scuffing. Slight increase iz
abrasion and previous scuff marks
worn away.

13 137 320 Black •ide in addendum of working

surface appe:ars lighter.

14 137 400 Light abrasion. No appreciable change.

15 137 400 Slight roughness in addendum near
center of tooth vidth.

"6 137 400 Slight increase in roughened area.
No other significant change.

Tot--L t*. tinMe 4720 sace

Table VI
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IV, E, Evaluation of Final Prospective Lubricmnt (cont.)

U•, Scuff Tests uith Batch 4.1 Oil

(a) Test Conditions

The second test was conducted with Batch 4l oil in
the same gearbox assembled irth new bearings and gears identical to those used Jn
"Vhe firsk scuff test. The test time and load schedule for these tests are shown
graphiially -.n Figure 36 as Tests 1 and 2.

All operating conditiong and inspection procedures
of the first scuff test were repeated. The pertinent operating conditions and inspec-
tion results are tabulated in Table VII.

(b) Initial Scuff Data Discussion

Visual inspection of the pinion gears after the above
tests revealed that the gear tested with the new oil had more wear than the gear
teated with MIL-L-7808D(1) oil. The black oxide coating on the gear tested with the
new oil had been reoved, and there were more radial scratches in the rrtaendum of the
teeth than on the gear tested with MIL-L-7808D(l) oil. Photographs of thest ninion
Sears are shown in Figures 23 and 24.

Tt should be noted that the original grind marks are
visible on both gears but are more pronounced in Figure 23 (the gear tested with
MIL-L-7808D(l) oil), because it has retained most of the black oxide coating. The
light area at the left side of Figure 24 (the gear tested with the new oil) is the
result of the grinding asperity wear. The abrasive wear to the right is little more
than superficial because the depth is equal to or less then the original grind marks.
Alternate light and dark areas at the left of Figure 24 give an inverted illusion of
waviness that does not actually exist.

Gear tooth wear is determined by comparing the invo-
lute profile tracer before and after the test. Involute traces of the gear tested
wi.;h MIL-L-7808D(l) oil are shown in Figure 25 and show a very moderate wear of
0.0001 in. Figure 26 sho-s the involute traces of the gear tested with the new oil
and 3hows that the wear is leas than 0.002 in. on the working surface.

Figure 27 ire sam De traces labeled to illustrate
more clearly the significance of the forgirg figures. Figure 27b shows the new gear
inlo.ute limits surerimposed on the traces of Figure 26b. The position namnbers
located near the bottom of the traces pertain to areas of the tooth where the trace
is made. Positions 1 and 3 correspond to locations approximately 1/8 in. from the
ends of the tooth (measured parallel to the axis of the gear) and Position 2 to the
center of the tooth.

It should be noted that, except for tip wear resulting
from heavy overloading, the working surfaces of both gears are still within new gear
limits after 4720 sec of run time (Figure P8). Therefore, on the basis of these tests,
it can be concluded that both oils per. orm acceptably.
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TABLE VII

TES USING BTCH 41 OIL

Test No. 5 esig Load Durmio, ec Inspction Resuldts

1 25 4100 Black oxide on vorking surfece is gray.

2 50 200 Fine abrasion nea.- Lip of teeth.

3 100 200 No change. Working furface atill gray,

4 100 400 Very light scratihes at tip P•
(prof ile modification.

5 115 200 Aight scratches.

6 115 200 Slight increaz.e in scratches at tip PM.
Light scratchen noted in addend=.

7115 '0 Scratches mv-rfcee 4ppeara sfine
abrasion.

8 125 2rjC- No apparent change.

9 1, 4)0j Abrased area increased sAightly at
tip P.

10 1400 Abrasion increased.

11 137 200 Abrasion coarser.

12 13. 200 Vo app&rent change in abrasion.
Working surface roughness increased

near pitch diameter. Two or three
light score line6 in addendum of each
tooth.

13 137 320 Scoring sligntly increased. Working
surface burriphoed,

114 137 400 Light -coring &,,.A bratcion line near
the tip at center nf teeth has
increased in length to vith!u 3/8 in.

from the end of i;ne .

15 137 400 Line of abrasion increased in length
to within L/4 in. of the eaw' 3f the

1i 137 40(5 Line of abrasion Lureas9d to xall

width of teeth4

Total run time 4720 mec

Table VII



Figure 23. Pinion Gear SN 0049 (4720 sec in Oil per MIL-L-7808D(1))

Figure 24. Pinion kLtr SN IE43 '4726 sec in 4720 Gear Lubricant)
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NEW GEAR PROFILE 1. 1 (I-L~88')

r Yt I S~47

iiit~'fP*~•• 0h~ :-------~/-;,!4-

P)SMTON 3
iNTOI NUMBER

INVOLUTE %CHECK

Involute Profilt (Oil per MIL-L-780D (1))

figure 25
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NEW GEAR PROFILE AFTER RUNNING 4720 SEC
IN BAT~i41 OIL

s 14h I'

Oslrllr A-r

SPOSITION:?1 2 3NTOOTH NUMBER-1 LOADINVOLUrE CHECK

iLnvolute Profile (3156 Lubricant)

Figure .2t
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E~XAMPLE OF 0.0003-in. WEAR AFTFR RUNNING 4720 SEC

ON4 NEW GEAR PROFILE ±~BATM 41 OIL

PA' 2506, .~9d9/Od ~~g 75~~7 4A.00/ d

1W iL

S/L'~ II I.4'i

,OoSF/av: / 2

T~TRe2 rcvrrq oz
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AFTER RUNT4tIG 4720 SEC IN MIL-L-.7808 Ail) THE~N 2800
;FC IN B.' ý: -1IL AND 2% OJL PER MIL-L--7808 D(l)

P/vI Z,,-36C 7 ~ S/A1OC2W K9

POSITION' 1 2 3
TOOT'': NUMCM~-21

INVOLLTE CUA~

Involute Prolcie &f ter Tents of 4'XL) an-Y- 2 g ec

Figure 28
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IV, E, Evaluation of Final Prospective Lubricant (cont.)

(4) Scuff Test Simulnting Field Gearbox

A third tent was conducted to determine the scuff resis-
tance provided by the new oil on gears in the field; i.e., gears previously run for
prolonged periods with MIL-L-7808D(l) oil. This test was conducted -sing the same
gearbox and components that were used in the 4 720-sec test with MIL-L-7808D(l) oil
(see Table VIII). When a gearbox in the field is drained and flushed in accordance
with the draining and flushing procedure given in Appendix V of this report, the
amount of MIL-L-7808D(1) o4 1 remaining in the gearbox will be less than 2% by weight;
therefore, this test was conducted using the new oil plus 2% MIL-L-7808D(l) oil.
The operating conditions of this test are given in Table VIII.

The inspection rcsults after each test run show no scuffing
occurred during the eight runs, which totaled 2800 sec at 20% overload. This pinion
gear now has a total run time of 7520 sec, with 4720 sec with MIL-L-7808D(l) oil
prior to this test. The test load and run duration of Test 3 is graphically illustrated
in Figure 36. The photograph taken after Test 3 is shown in Figure 29, It shows a
light sco-ed pattern through which the original grind mark3 are still visible. The
full working surface of these teeth is bright metal with no black oxide coating. The
lighting for this photograph was intentionally adjusted to accentuate the light areas
shown.

The gear tooth wear during the last 2800 sec is determined
by coparing the involute profile traces shown in Figure 28, with the pzofile traces
shown in Figure 25b, which were made after the 4720 sec test with MIL-L-7808D(l) oil.
The wear during the last test was uniform and less than 0.002 in.

It may be concluded that Batch 41 oil contaminated with
2% MIL-L-7808D(l) oil provides adequate scuff resistance for Titan II gearboxe -
previously operated with MIL-L-78C,,_D'l) oil.

(5) Scuff Test at Reduced. Lubrication Jet Pressure

A fourth gearbox test was c4onductel with MIL-L-7808D(l)
oil to determine if the loti of lubrication oil Jet pressure (FLD-•GGB) to the gears
is the major cause of scuffing. h]is test was ccnducted with the same gearbox us5.
in the previous scuff tests assem-'ed with a sit of new bearings and gears. The
pi,:,on gear for this test was also . reduced width pinion. The conditions of this
test are given Ia Table IX and are graphically i-ilustisted in Figure 36 as Teat 4.

Afte. 195 sec of the fift*h test, the pinion gear failed,
and the test was stopped. 'The condition of *he ;earbox after the pinion fsilure is
shov-u Ir. Figures 31 and 32. A1L teeth cf tt'.e pio in iea- failed, and two teeth of
the idler gear &re broken as shýcn in -ones 33 %nd 34. The hardness of tne oxidizer,
id]er, and fueL gear teeth (measura d at "be tb-i, showed a reduction of 15 to 20% due
to overheating. It should be ncted that., whi'le tsho pinion gear failed completely,
there was no visible mcuffing on any of the other gr-ar teeth.

Pa;, _36
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TABLE VIII

TESTS USING BATCH I1 OIL AND 2% MIL-L-7808D(l) OIL

(On the Same Gears Used for Tests shown in Table I)

Test No. % Desin Load Duration, sec Inspection Results

1 120 200 Abrasion in addendum is coarser than
in previous test following gearbox
split.

2 120 200 Above abrasion finer. Width of wear
pattern increases near center of
tooth vidth.

3 120 400 No significant chanee.

4 120 400 Line of abrasion just below the tip
profile modificution and at the
extreme tip is more distinct.

5 120 400 Fine radial lines in addend•u near
the center of teeth. Grind marks
are visible through black oxide on
full vorking surface of all teeth.

6 120 400 Fine line radial scratches diminisbed;
working surface appears to be
polishing near center of tooth.

.20 40c No major !han6e; fine radlal lines

in addendum still visible except at
center of tooth.

8 120 400 No major change.

2800

16 previous runs 4720 (see Table I)

Total run time 7520 sec

Table Vill
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TABLE IX

SCHEDULE FOR LUBRICATION JET REDUCED PRESSURE TESTS
WITH MIL-L-7808D(1) OIL

SInitial Final
Test Design Duration, Jet, Jet,
No. Load sec psi _Zi Inspection Results

1 25 200 4ý 30 Abrasion in addendum !*ie to
foreign particles.

2 50 200 40 28 Abrasion in addendum appears
finer than Test 1.
Black oxide appear# thinner
than on gears tested earlier.

3 115 200 20 14 No scuffing. Bright spot
0..030 x 0.050 in. in adden• •i
at end of each tooth.

115 200 10 6.5 Bright ap.,L at end of teeth
increased in axial length.
Bright area has polished scuff
pattern.

5 115 195 10 T Pinion gear failed.

Table IX
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TABLE X,

RY•q GFAR UBST RESULTS
fall t0 .; r . e ,

'--st Fef Eatch clka-• D!;?•, Dstch 12, '3%• 702, PC-U• I)CF, Iye~ Vle p R f Did*3 A Oxidep

7 7 A 0ý!-• 1). .. .. o ,o 01 ---

ii I .. . .--- • .... 4v) 435O 4175 e-89 1.4.5 No

12 1 .. .. :.2 ... 020 6250 f135 2889 177.7 go

i] • ,• A . .... 687C0 8350 7610 2W89 263.4 No

A• l -:5 -- ---... •665r 938" &)15 2889 2-,7.4 NO

A5 -5 -_--.. ... 765! '125c 7-)50 2889 175.2 No

!• 1 .. . .. .. 0. 20 190 M 5x 1525 289 52-e No

17 ý7 .. .. . .. 0.25 10o') 133D 190o ?R89 4l ,2 so

18 5 . .. . .. 0,50 12-j 148o 1385 2-W9 47-9 No

i 9 4 .. .. 0,20 (Not run) -.. ... ...

-•:A A: 3 ---9 -- .. .... 1270 1 ýpvj 1225 292 42 0 no

---b% ?? • .. ... 68o 1010 845 292o 28.9 14o

0•[Z .2 B .. .. .0Q .--- 1 04n 1431) 1235 292f 42.3 so

Z70 zi 0o,• 21ý 1 A• ... .. . ... 26Do 219o 2395 29n 82.o No

•i i~ .. .. o•9 -- .io -- 285,3 25o 770 -- M 94.0 No

il 21 .. .. O 5 - -- 0.1i0 - -- 256-o 284o m7o0 29n9 92-5 s o

[i 21 .. ..-. 2 -- --- C.- n.10 7050 690o 6975 3071 2V 7.1 so

2i i .. .. ,• -- o.0ý1 --- 7o o 6105 3M7 196.8 •
2i 2i 3 ... .. - J- VW ~ - 6690 669 ( 69 3MT: 2iT.8 NO

22 3oý 3 ... ... QJ.2 r.o -- 3&-oo 390o 3890 2•840• 137.0 ft

3 --- 3 . ... C.25 50 Q.I -10 2400 286 2630 ?>9M 90.0 so•

ITFz Z2 -1 3 ... .. -- o.25 50 ,c -50 o 1 -- 21551 , • 2 ' 22 2920 93.3 N~O

23 23 3 0.50 A ... .. --- 1 Mi -- 3433o 4oOo 3715 2810 132.2 N

A 2 4 0. IoD A ... .. --- 010 --- 920 17- 1095 2010 39.0 so

25 25 4 0.15 A ... .. oo ---00 203;; 517o 3600 2810 IM .1 so

Z65 3 o.• . .. % i -- 1780 552,- 3650 2610 I-n'. 9 s1o

27 27 3 --- . 02 --- 0.10 --- 1570 2870 2m'z 2804 79.2 s

•8 28 4 ýj.2ý A -- 5-0 0.1 -- 1665 3000 3 • O 8.1 o

EFFI 29 29 11 0.'25 A ... 50 j. 50 0.01 --- 1890 264 2265 284 79.8 0

31 31 3 0).25 A ... .. -- o.5o 0.o5 ... 1T50 2360 2M 28 72.4 so

12 32 1 --- . 02 --- QO2 .O5 --- 1490 178o 1635 284,0 57.6 slo

ý3 33 3 ... .. -- 0.? .... 3300 3 5 00 34 2& 121.2 IF,

3 3L-- 4 0.25 C ... ......-- 2040 361o 225 292 96.7 1

34 34C 4 0.25 c ... ...... 010 4C80 3o5 292 104.3 s

36 36c 3 u-35 c ... ... 28"0 3170 3020 2W 1,03.4 No

37") 37-D 3 c . 1r D . .... 27,* 366o 3190 2w !0.8 s

38c 38C 3 0.2" c ... ... --- o 2040 29O 17 2W 82.4, so

38- 3&- 3 c.25 c ---. ... 0.50 o,05 --- 1590 Z390 199o 292 68.2 N

gn-Lr-79"b 3 ... ..... . ..- -- ... ... . ..- 212'0 20'0 '.V 292 70.9 NO,

39D 39D 4 0.35 D ... ...- o.5 0,o• --- 55Q 4520 M3') 26 175,5 No

÷-M 40 3 n. 4r D .. .. -- 0,o5 --- 3930 357') m 2w 130.2 so

41 4i 3 ... ... 0.0 Y o Vo .10 -- 3900 7o km 28W 139.8 so
'ý2 34D 4 0.2, D .. .. -- o- .5--- 2580 3910 35• 2M W1.7 so

3• .4 0 .25 D ... .. o.o5 --- 5750 970 5W 2%0 2-0.5 so,

4, • 3 .-1 ... o.30 50 0.10 ... 6060 4woo "ft'',,,,''• x.•o 176.4 NO

41 3 ---. -.. 0130 50 0,50 0.10 --- uq95o %4 V9 2&-)D 183.e8 N

, 4"---------- 3 oA-D D ... .. -- o.o5 --- (Not run)

8 40T 3 0... ... -.-- -o 0.0 ... (N•t rim)

,49 371 3 .. .. --- --- 0.0 o o -- (not run)

5)'• 37D• 3 ý..... .v .3 50.05o -- - 7M1t run) 7, ,9 s

5 t22 3 ... ... .ID. 3o 5o 0.10 -. (not run)%o 371 •7}.• m

V7 22 3 ---. ... M. 50 0• .1I0 -- - 1N3, •0 lh l m30 6 $ Y

r41 -- • .. ... o,• 0.1 ...o 7450 -- 0 7.o 0 %603 "1h 27.5 so

Table X, Page 1 of 2
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WBLE X (cont.)

Tcs t 011 A"e. Rai.
Lsb AX VISc., 1:P Oruhu. Ortho. Ethyl menbSto Ryder Osar Value, Rating, Ulsok

Test F.f Batch catt at 121, attld 16., 535, 792. Fc-1244, CP, p Ref Bid*& eA Oear Oaide
'ýmt S', .13. m.,' s _ __,S_ _ 5ide A Mide 9 Ave, And 3 Kti. Finish

fl j 41 3 --- --- C,.3 5' 'S 0. 10 -- 21.10 klOO 225, 2685 64.0 ltd. Ito

(- i3 .41. .- C.9 5 0.10 --- 2780 2835 2807 2685 1C4.5 wt. so

41 3 --- .- 0..1 59 0.50 0.1:j --- 2482 2205 2313 2685 87.3 ltd. No

-2 -- 3 .. 3... 5.• - .50 0.l' --- 2570 2582 2576 2685 96.o std. No

SoWI 63 1 . "3'ý 50 -. 5) 9.10 --- 2877 2574 2725 2685 101.5 8td. N.

IO'I M i .' 3 >25 A-!) -'.5 0.m5 --- 1470 1380 1425 30o4 46.8 Yes

65A Ka-L-?ai•,)() 1870 2930 2390 29D6 B2.2 Yes

EM,1 L) Q9' Ba tch 1'. ~2 -I 32

Batchl 42 maHI-7810(1) 1660 2310 2965 299(6 8.3 yes

L7 Y-ML-L-789901) 2140 2090 2115 3067 69.0 Yes

t-s 41 3 ... ... - .33 53 0.5 0.1 --- 1520 1870 1695 3067 55.3 Yes

I'ml 69 41 ---- - --- .30 50 D.5 0.1 --- 1610 1530 1570 3067 51.2 Yes

7C.A 3u2-L-7)8C.82(1 2720 2470 2595 3067 84.6 Yes

71X 4 3- ... ... 0.30 50 0.5 0.1 --- 44150 3280 3865 B 462o/9310 No

72 L! ---- --- 0.30 50 0.5 0,1 --- 1840 2820 2330 B .62o/9310 Yes

73 10fl-L-780TD(1) 1940 2830 2385 3 462o/931o Yes

7- 4- 3 ... C. .30 50 0.5 0.1 -- 975 i6fo 1293 a 462o0/9310 yeo

75 41 3 .--- ---- 0-.3 50 ..5 0.1 --- 1310 1650 11.803 5 620/9310 yes

76 KIL-L-78C0q1') 253o 2300 2420 B 462c/9310 yea

773 - Batch 41 * K2 M-L-780o•(i) 1880 39Bo 2930 o 4620/9310 yes

7b 78A. ,-L-COD

783 - Batb 4.1 *41 2% NIL-L-7180b(1) 3870 3960 3915 2906 134.? 4620/931, Yes

79 79. - W-.-L-7Wft'&I)

7 - I-L-TS0'(1) + 0.2% wter + 0.1% AeroZMll 50 2310 281. 2575 D 1620/9310 Yes

80 80&A - L-L-o80(1)
803 - atch 11 + 0.2% 0.1% AeraZln 5.0 1730 1730 1730 B 4620/9310 yes

£223 al elA - botch 11 . 0.I water 361o 1.19o 3915 29D6 134.7 std. lo

SWPI &2 41 3 ------- 0.30 50 0.5 0.1 --- 264o 244o 254o0271o 93.8 std. No

83 1. 3 0.30 50 0.5 0.1 3520 3933 3726 211o 137.5 ltd. No

81 ? 0.30 50 0.5 0.1 2930 3575 3252 2710 120.0 Otd. so

85 41 3 0.30 5-2 0.5 0.1 2275 2010 1257 2T10 79.5 ltd. No

86 11 3 Niti.oem 0.30 50 0.5 0.1 0790 2870 2830 2830 100.0 ltd. so

Blanketinga

LI T ] 3 0.30 50 0.5 0.1 3 3220 4286 753 2M1O 138.5 Wtd. No

88 11 3 0.30 50 0.5 0.1 25m 244o 248o 2655 93.2 std. no

89 11 3 J.30 5, 0.5 0.1 31 3180 3180 3180 2655 119.7 ltd. so

99 41 3 0.30 50 0.5 0.1 2320 2775 2547 2655 95.8 ltd. No

91 x MK-L-T7808(1) itrwen 1120 1395 11.07 255 53.0 Std. No
Bleaketing

92 9 Kfl-L-780&(1) Ylo, io0 1750 1573 2655 59.1. std. so
Oduced 53%

93 x 41 3 ------- 0.30 50 0.5 0.10 2135 2260 2197 265 82-.7 td. I

98 x KM.-L-78•o•& ) lo- 1697 11.2 1569 2655 59.0 ltd. so
Beduced5%

MI 95 x 41 3 --- --- -0.30 5J 0.5 0.1 --- 725 110e 916 2655 34.5 ltd. so

£2 2.1 21 3 -. --- - 0.25 --- 0.5 o.lo --- 156o 16W 1620 3o04 53.2 Tes

31 34 4 0.25 C ...-... U.5 0.05 --- 227M 2 80 23?5 301A 78.0 ye

XMf-L-780eD(l) 206 21.50 2255 304.1 T1..1 yes

Nfl-L-78OM(l) 21.9D 180v 2160 301. 71.0 yes

8WIT X-ML~--780ft(l) 221.1 2356 2300 2685 85.6 etd. so
P=l-L-780fT(1) 2150 2170 2160 26•5 80.3 Std. so

ALCM 92 41 3 ------- 0.3-1 50 0.5 0.1 --- 1670 301o 2355 2880 -ft.6 ltd. No

9 "1 3 ---- -- - - 0.30 0.5 0.1 o2250 35 2650 2880 92.0 Std. so

j4 41 3 ------- 0.30 50 0.5 0.1 --- 3000 5500 1250 2Wo 147.5 lta. No

A 95 1i 3 ...... 0.30 50 0.5 0.1 --- 550 5500 55•0 28M0 190.9 Std. No
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•i Gear SN 1049 After Test wIth 3156 Lubricant
and 2%(Oil, per MIL-L-T78SD0))

F igure 2.9
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IV, E, Evaluation of Final Prospective Lubricant (cont.)

Lu'rication oil flow data recorded during this test is

ahown ir Figure 35, along with similar data from first-stage turbopump hot firing

tests. COuve 1 shows the flow rate and total oil delivered to the gearbox during

a no~zal 2tC('-sec turbopump production test, in which no visible gear teeth wear

oDccurred. Cu:rve 2 shows data recorded during a test in which approximately 60% of

the oil was lost to the atmosphere through the gearbox relief valve due to a hot

;a;s leak. The conditions of this turbopump test are similar to the conditinns of

the reduced flow test at Western Gear Corporation, except the atmosphere in the

gearbox was air (oxidizing) at Western Gear Corporation and turbine gas (reducing)
in the turbopump test.

Curve 3 shows the flow rate and total flow to the gearbox

during the third reduced flow test a Western Gear Corporation, in which no scuffing

occurred. Curve h shows the conditions of the last two tests. After the first of
these two tests, only one bright spot was noted at the upper end of the gear near the
tip of the teeth, and then complete failure occurred at 195 sec of the last test..

It may be concluded that during gearbox tests; i.e., with

no turbine gas in the gearbox, the present oil provides adequate scuff resistance

for 200 sec when the lubrication oil flow rate to the gearbox is greater than 2.25 gpm.

it may also be concluded that turbine gas, which is a

reducinr atmosphere, inhibits the formation of oxidizer, which, in turn, reduces the

scuff resistance of black oxided gears provided by the present oil. This fact is
evident, because during this test, in .hich the gearbox was run until failure

occurred, the oxidizer, idler, and fuel gear did not scuff. And, An the ti -bopump

test described above in which turbine gas was in the gearbox, scuffir4 occurred on

all gears without structural failure.

c. Summary and Conclusions

The u.seflness of Ryder Gear test data for tredicting the load

capacity of experimental lubricants is limited by roor repeatability.

Standard v.od special Ryder Gear testA of plain and black-cxide-

coated gears, mAde of standard Ryder Gear material (AMS-6260) and Titan II gear

materials (AISI I 46Z0 and 9310) sho" the follrwing;

) T'e .4Ryder gear value of the new oil is 3500 ppi and that

of the present oil is 2147 pp 1 .

i2) The black oxide coti4n on Titan 11 Aear materiA!s re&%:ce
t~e Pyder G;ear valiue fr•r 3•90 to £200 ppi, ard on 6261 0rc 00 to 150 p4i.

3) B--k oxide coa.tin lrjpcves h.,e -Iyder Gear rati': of the

present o'l f 1 2102 zo 232 p

P Lf e 3
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IV, E, Evaluation of Final Prospective Lubricant (coat.)

(i4) In an inert gas.wus ataosphere (simulating gearbox condi-
tions of a turbine seal leak), the present lubricant rates are 4o00 ppi; the nev oil
is unaffected.

(5) Contamination of the neo cil with 0.2% water and 0.1%
AeroZINE 50 does uot affect their perfozmance in Ryder Gear tests.

Gearbor tests at Western Ger.r show that both the present oil
and the nev oil provide adequate lubrication to black-oxide-coated gears during tests
equal to 1-1/2 tie the design life of the gears at conditions up to 37% ove::load.
it is concludeu 7rom these tests that, although the full potential of the new oil
is not realized on black-oxide-coated gears, it does provide adequate lubrication for
the Titan IT geirbox a;plication.

3. Filtei Plug Tests

Filter pluging tests were conducted in order to duplicate flow
conditions across the filter screen of the prospective lubricant under simi:.ated
gearbox conditions. The present gearbox lub.Jceant itself has previously shown to
be a source of contamination if exposed to the products of generator 6ases.

The filter pluggirn test setup has been designed in order to screen
the lubricant deposits formed as the results of interaction between the lubricant
and the products of combustion only. The produc'.s of combumtion contain water and
a-onia, which have been Zound to be the main cause of filter plugging. A typical
compositilon of the products of combusticn of the firnt-stsgt gearbox is as follow

Products of Combustion - First Stage

Hydrogen (TH-) 52%

Nitrogen (NM) 30%

Methane (C2) 12%

,mor_ a 1 N .I. 0.21%

Carton Monox de (XCK

%.ter Aci L'T7

Solid 2arb-cr sTaCes

A ,rxp.ronation of the resxtions is needed to .. nderst&nd fomat~cn
o-f depos its ýnthe lubricant. Thne rresfently use-d lubri-cant ',rcc CECý, Ccmno 'et, vhi -h
zeets .. c ............ •-L-T.@C•I(1!•) har been '•--ud to be prone to the filter pl~ir•
.nenoenon.. The au er-ref?.ned .ini o.l bme used for the new ,ulric_,.,nt shvows a

Zinizai tendency to ph;- the filter diurirn the Inc hour filter teRt .
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IV, E, Evaluation of Final Prospective Lubricant (cont

A theory was advanced (and later confirmed by the tests) explaining
chemical reactions taking place in the MIL-L-7808D(l) lubricant if exposed to products
of combustion.

The composition of Bryco 880 Concjet lubricant (MIL-L-7808D(l)) is
as follows:

Composition of Bryco 880 Conojet

47.5% Di-isooctyl azelate - di-ester base
47.5% Dipropylereglycol dipelargonate

0.5% Phenathiazine NF, purified - oxidation inhibitor

h45% Tir-cresyl phosphate (TCP) - E.P. additive

The following reaction occurs between Bryco 880 Conojet and the
products of cmbusticn:

(1) Di-isooctyi azelate + H,O = azeleic acid + isooctyl alcohol

(2) P.zeldic acid + aimonia = ammoni-= azelate

Both amnonium aze'.ate and azelaic acid have been identiried- izn tne fIter sludge.

a. Teet. 6ttup

A schematic cf the test setup is shovn in :igure 37. The oil
is contained in the stainless steel smp and can be heated to 200 +_20F. The sump
haq a coil vith smal1 orifices to bubble gasecus a&cnia at the determined rate.
0il ip irculated ty the snail Fosit.ve cisriaceent pup at the rate of 0.i gpr.
thr 'Nh the flow czntrci valve and f Iter szreen "hizh s i-01ate actual TPA operating
oil flow fcr the e;aivalent fi Iter area The -•-rature of l;brtc: in the 5un-
is ,nit.ored and arv rress,'e bult - cr tne f-iter c seen ••h-vo on the
urstream ýzd ... • .ress.z .es

C ex-- ie any zots. rcnt. cn, s.ch as caoPer and zinc,

-ch •-,, ha;'e reac ted "-. . , . tne `cle :4rcusti7z s'vsto
vas -a-de frcr. sr>ess see..~- p ___ ý

eA. r •an"--fie ;.et; is snow:, ".-r:. -e

.- test f-e '.:' / was t" t-a.i tw, "_artm cf +rcant

a len hem: •i 7 ee ;h • -et-r.2 r,_'r.t ::f - for 7ne M-'

k ..k .. • •- --•,;- " L m " " 4 .. , . ?'I
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IV, E, l o, Final Prosr-.ctive Lubricant (cont..)

A theory was advanced (snd later ionfirmed by the tests) explainirrg
chou•tl reactions taZ.ing place in the MIL-L-7808D(l) lubricant if exposed to products
of combugti=n.

The ccmpcaltion of Bryco 880 Conojet lubricant (MIL-L-7808D(1)) is
as follows:

Cmpositioa Qf Bryco 880 Conoet

47.5% Di-lsooctyl azelate - di-ester base
47.5% D!propylenegly:ol d Ipelargonate

0.5% Phenathiaziue NF, puxified - oxidation !nnibitor

4.5% Tri-cresyl phosphate (TOP) - E.?. additi'ý.e

The following reaction octurs betzr.en Bryco 880 Concjet and the
products of camb"-3ion:

(1) D....oocr -1 azelate + H 0 = azelaic acid + isoocty) alcohol

(2) Azelaic acid + ammonia = ammouitm atelate

Both aamonii azelate and azelaic acid have teen identified in the :iltey iG- o

a. Test Setup

A schematic of the test setup is shon-a iv Figure 37. T-e ol1
is contained in the stainless steel sump and can be heated to 200. . 2°F. Th- sump
ha, a coil with small orifices to bubble geeozs ammonia &t the determined ratz.
Oi. is circulated by the small positive displacement pump at t-he rate of .1 g-;w
through the flow control valre and filter screen which simulates aztual TPA cperating
oil flow for t)- equivalent filter area, The tenT•erature of lub-icant ir. thre sump
is monitored, and any pressure built. up across t .... filter screen is shown on thm
upstream and downstream mounted pressure gages.

To e.xclude any metal cont;nAination, such as copper and zinc,
which might have reacted with Bryco ConoJet lubricant, the wno> circulating syst-
was made from stainless steel and plaetic tabing. A separate system supplies the
required amount of emmonia. A photograph of this aetup is shcon jr Figure 38.

b. Test Procedure and Results

The test procedure used -,s to take two quarts of Il.ubricnt
and blend them %t high speed with a determined percent of -veter for one minute,
Gtseous awmonia was bubbled through the oll dwing the tetst.

Pe •e 39
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IV, E Y•iva tation of Fina'. 'Tospectiv+e Lubricant (cont.)

L.4) In an inert gaseous atmosphere (simulating gearbox condi-
tions of a turbine seal leak), the present lubricant rates are 1400 ppi; the new oil
is i'nAffected.

(5) Contamination of the new oil with 0.2% water and 0.1%
AeroZINE 50 does not affect their perfonaunce in Ryder Geor tests.

Gearbox tests at Western Gear show that both the present oil
and the new oil provide adequate lubrication to black-oxide-coated gears during tests
equal to 1-1/2 times the design life of the gears at conditions up to 37% overload.
It is concluded from theoe tests that, although the full potential of the new oil
is not realize4 on black-oxide-cuated gears, it does provide adequate lubrication for
the Titan II gearbo= application.

3. Filter Plui Tests

Filter plugging tevts were conducted in order to duplicate flow
conditions across the filter screen of the prospective lubricant under simulated
gearbox conditions. The present gearbox lubricant itself has previously shown to
be a source of contamination if exposed to the products of generator gases.

The filter plugging test setup has been designed in order to screen
the lubricant deposits formed as the results of interaction between the lubricant
and the products of combustion only.. The products of combustion contain water and
ammonia, which have been found to be the main cause of filter plugging. A typical
composition of the produacts of cmbustion of the first-stage gearbox is as follows:

Products of Combustion - Firs te

Hydrogen (H2 ) 52%

Nitrogen (N2) 30%

Methene (CH2 ) 12%

Ausonia (MAH ) 0.21%

Carbon Mcnoxide (CO) 4%

Water (H.0 1.07%

Solid Carb.,n Traces

kn explaortion of the reactions is needed to understand formation
of drposits in the lubricant, The presently used lubricant (fZrvco 880 Conojet, which
meets 3ptoification M1L-L-7T08D(1)) Aas been found to be prone to the filter plugging
pbenomenon. The super-refined mineral oil base uaed for the new lubricant shows a
miniiaJ. tendency to plug the filter dlring the long hour filter tests.

Page 38
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IV, E, Evaluation of Final Prospective Lubricant (cont.)

A theory was advanced (and later confirmed by the tests) explaining
chemical reactions taking place in the MIL-L-7808D(1) lubricant if exposed to prodcts
of combustion.

The composition of Bryco 880 Conojet lubricant (MIL-L-7808D(1)) is

as follows:

Cmnosition of Bryco 880 Conojet

47.5% Di-isooctyl azelate - di-ester base
47.5% Dipropyleneglycol dipelargonate

0.5% Phenathiazine NF, purified - oxidation inhibitor

4.5% T-ri-cresyl phosphate (TCP) - E.P. additive

The following reaction occurs between Bryco 880 Conojet and the
products of combustion:

(1) Di-isooctyl azelate + 20 = azelaic acid + isoocty! alcohol

(2) Azelaic acid + ammonia = ammonitm azelate

Both smonium azelate and azelaic acid have been identified in the filter sludge.

a. Test Setup

A schematic of the test setup is shown in Figure 37. The oil
is contained in the stainless steel sum, and can be heated to 200 + 20F. The sump
has a coil with small orifices to bubble gaseous ammonia at the determined rate.
Oil is circulated by the small positive dizplacement pump at the rate of 0.1 gpm
through the flow control valve and filter screen which simulates actual TPA operating
oil flow for the equivalent filter area. The temperature of lubricant in the sump
is monitored, and any pressure built up across the filter screen is shown on the
upstream and downstream mounted pressure gages,

To exclude any metal contamination, such as copper and zinc,
vhich might have reacted -ith Bryco Concjet lubricant, the whole circulating system
was made from stainless steel and plastic tubing. A separate system supplies the
required amount of ammonia. A photograph of this setup is shown in Figure 38.

b. Test Procedure and R-sults

The test procedure used was to take two quarts of lubricant
and bilnd them at high speed with a determined percent of water for one minute.
Gaseous asmmonia was bubbled through the oil during the test.

Page 39
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!V, E, Evaluation cf Final Prospective Lubricant (cont.)

The increase of the pressure across 'he filter was recnrded
vs time and was plotted (Figure 39). As can be seei from the graph, the plugging
time between MIL-L-7808D(l) oil, which is Bryco Cc oJet 33C lubricant, and the
mineral oil differs considerably. The Mli.-L-7808D(1) 1ubricant showed a presplre
buildup across the filter between 5 to 25 min; tt 3156 mineral oil (Batch 41)
lubricant has shown a considerable stability with the tests run between 8 L,- 1.6 tr
without a significant increase of the pressure.

The above tests have been performed at various temperature
levels and water content. The significant r-.ults are shown in Table XI. It can
be seen that the addition of 2% of MIL-L-7868D(l) lubricant to the 3156 lubricant
would not greatly influence filter pluggineý, however, the time to achieve a 5-psi
filter pressure is shorter as coapared with the neat 3156 lubricant.

Synthetic di-ester '.ubriLant, such as Bryco 880 Conojet, was
found to plug the filter within 25 min. A preisure differential of 5 psi was
recorded at 5, 12, and 15 min.

A significant t,-it van performed with 3156 lubricant to check
on the filter-plugging tendency of a -hite 4mulslon-type precipitate formed when
this lubricant is subjected to water at a concentration of 0.2% or greater.

A large quantity of this precipitate was extractiO by centri-
fuging from the 3156 lubricant, and this concentrated precipitate was packed on the
filter screen. The cold lubricsnt was pumped while, at the s&me time, the heat was
turned on at the suap. No pressure cbange ias noticeable throughout the tcst. When
the lubricant reached 2000F, the teat was te-rminated, and the pressure a,:oss the
filter w-P itedy at :4Iý psi. The tesx larted 41 min, during which time t1o pressure
drop %as noted acroso the filter, and the lubricant became crystal-cle.1or (the melting
point of the precipi Ate is 1590F) at the end of the test (see Figure 40).

The tests have confirmed that the synthetic KIL-L-T0O8D(2)
lubricr._'. -lcted to the products of ccbustion will readily plug the gearbox
ftlter. The 31>. manerai o'l, even with 2% MIL-L-7808D(1) lubricant, will not plug
tht filter in a 200-sec run. Neat 3156 mineral oil will not plug the filter even
after :...

Residue in found on the filter screen when circulating 3156
lubricant with 0.1% water and amonia for 8 hr. Thin residue increases the pressure
across the filter to 5 psi at the end of 400 min. Chemical analysis of this
precipitate revealed the folloving:

(I) The X-ray iefraction pattern obtained frcm the sample was
not conclusive; the best match for +1,e pattern would conform to the pattern for
monium hydrogen phosph•ae: (tm . HP0•

(2) Emission spectrographic analysis indicated 1i% phosphorous
content.

Page 40
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TABLE XI

FILTER PLUOGING TEST

Time for 5 psi
AP across the

Temp., Ammonia, Water, MIL-L-7808D(1) Oil, filter,
Oil Compo itioa 0F cc/hr % by Wt. % bT W- minutes

Batch 41 PT --- Over 8 hr

Batch 41 200 4000 0.1 400

Batch 4i RT --- 0.2 -- Over 8 hr

Batch 41 RT 4000 0.2 2 Over 8 hr

Batch 41 200 --- ...... Over 8 hr

Batch 41 200 4WO; 0.1 330

Batch 41 RT 0.1 2 420

Batch 4l RT -- 0.i 2 370

MIL-L-78O D(i) 200 4000 0.1 --- 12

)IL-L-7808D(i) 200 2000 0.1 5

ML-L-7808D(I) 200 4000 0.1 15

stch 41 vith ppt PT to -- --- 1-3/4 vrter
200 41 mim

'able 11
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IV, E, Eiala&tion of Final Prospective Lubricant (cot,.)

(3' The infrared spectrsm c- chl3.oform-vashed material
ind.ca÷.ed the presence of (WHO)p - M41 It is believed ".e Dresence of ammoniumhydrogen phosphate can be explained by the fol1ovIng reaction: 4

h3PO4 + NE 4 + _____2_____

________ N..IhH 2POh

Phosphoric P-id amuonia icn

H2PO + NH1 - (NH2) H PC-
4 2 1 4 42

ammonium hydrogen nhosphatc

(N4)2 HPO! + i4 +'• possible (KH.) PO'

amcnium phosphate

In conclusion, tht newly developed 3156 minera. oil is much
more stable, and is not expected to plug filters within the service life of a
ge•-box. The deposit found on the filer alter an extended time is deriveýi from the
".xtreme pressur• additive (Crtholeum 162).

4. Cjaratibllity vith Propellints., MIL-L-72o8D(1) 1il and Water

The greatest nee- for a new lubricant results frcrn the fact rrat

the presently used MIL-L-7808D(l) lubrIcant is incompatible with the propellant- and
the prorocts of ccmb•.sticn from the gas generator. The cheaical environments of the
gearbox impose severe requiremerts on the lubricant and tend to change its ccnpositicn
which, in turn, has a related action on the performance of the gearbox. The fucl,
AernZINE 5C, which is a mixture of 50% hydrszine (N2H¾) end 50% unsymmetrical dimethyl-
hydrazine (C13 )2 N2H 2 reacts strongly with IMIL-L-7808D(1) lubricant. .The (xidimer,
nitrogen tetroxide (N204), also reacts with the lubricant to for- a sl'•e. The I
products of combustion <water and amonia) acting uon the lubricant can cause the
filter to piug.

The fclloving is a samary of cheicasl cm-atibility tests with three
determ ,tions &nd observations after 72 hr:

SHumble 3155-4-1 MI-L-8SO-D(i

S0/-0 NO' No soli5 -- t T~riei of sol14 ppt
aDrk viscosus residue

5C/50 AeroZi'LF 50 'o pt Solid pp'

Amonla for 4 hoius at 25-,or No p~t Z-5s of -Alid p¶.

3% Water for 4 hours at 21C0! So sol-i pt No f-li 'pt

2$ NI~> o -p;t-
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IV, F, Evaluation of 'Pinal Prospective Lub,.icant (cort.)

The mixture of MIL-L--1808D(L) o.ii and ',. m6iieral eoil will rapidly
chan•-g color if expos& to t.e suýnlight; a very r-.ow re tJakes place In the ork

rooe. Color tests were performed on differer r of t' two lubricants. No
precipitate could .e obtained after se,-.ral r'.aois o. cntri'&T1'••. The- results are
summarized as Ocliows:

3156 Minvrtl Oil -th MiL"-ThJOD-l) 0i1
% MIL-7.-71 ')1 Observations at a.m,-nd 2b hours

C No 'ha--ge

U.02" VeI AgIn. green

U.b• Ver, ig" een

C.iO Light green

u..20 Med x gret..

1.0 sla. green

2.0Blk -en

).olack gren

Dark Room Test

Batch 4l with 21 "'L-L-708D(I. il

Observations: Light green -1Kor after 30 days.
The color change of the mix' tre 'd not -hsr.e
basic ch•a.cter..s'• , of 3 -", lubricant.

The cofatibi it'.' o 3atch c-,; with v " T5 l oi as
demc-trL'Ked a--

'-C4

-at~cn 7e-"R
"'SO- .M 1 7 e

t* e

t ft e 1° 5 ýýr; - Z1 Z
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~,E, Ev-ýfri: Final Proapeclive Lubricant (cont.)

7ne water emv1socn tests vere performed vith 3150 mineral oil, which
shovk*P that tbe -Thbri-z&~t woulid yield white fla~key precipitate sibcvpý 0.1% of the
vatpr zmdi-ied. TIhir preczipitate i's caused by the hydrolysis of the Ortholeun -162
addiiti~ve. which 4tsorbs the free vater pre~venting t'he formation Cf red ru-s a',

oil ~te-i~'n nterfactti These tests are s-marized as follova:

% Water Oboervati~o~s

0 .!' 2 1;No change!

0. 050 No ch,,',e

0~10CNo change

C.2%,v Light white vis.7os'-t)

1.00White viscos~ty pprt

White visoc:±ty pp*,

04~1~ono E.P. addit~ve -ie~s aztablj*ýbed- when the nevt'a~za~inm
n ~ber (li~s:; -,iyd~rcxide per gram of 14brican't) was a--arce4
the neat and co ~ d3156 mineral oil:

Neutroklizatior. Sýiber K('- m.g
M !x t~ 1z CYr a, A t; er I'D Da)pý

H e le 31. B~at ch -' 1 0. 65 '3~

lj'-~- r mn- az* ---- t ~
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TV~, E, 1.,aluatior, of Final P-rcepective Lubricant (cont.)

5, Aeration and coling 3-thav'ior

The ae:"ation (or air entrapment) performance of a lubricant .
!iA~.k-,,peed gea~rbok is3 ver,;y important because it affects the lubricant 'a ability to
act ar, a coolant. The enl.trapp?ý ibulb),es cause a drop in the lubricant's specific
heat, an~d, accordingly, p'--r heat di~sipation resulý_ts. fThmping of the lu.-bri-,ant
also becoms more ciifficu~t.

Previouis tests ha~ve shown that a lubricant of poor aeration
characterletics in not acceptable foT the high-lioad, high-speee gear tr~dning of
the Titan L1 gearboxes. For -Nample., the 4-centistoke mineral oil originally
devtloped for the ABIP 2.ubrienation develapment program was not acceptable because
the temperatures in the sgearbox were about 5,O'F higher than with MI1L-I-T80r-'D(l)

--bric ant,

;rhile there are mrn~y . -am depress- "g agents, the aeration agents
are rev. One of' them, Monnanto KC-1244~, v~as developed specifically for British
turbc'prop engines. .Lnis eaditive v,-s succe3ssfully applied to the new lubricant.
it vu~ tstablished that 0.1% or Muosnawt. PC-12414 couald almost entirely suppress
aertation of thi ;-centistc'.._ _113. The anti-corrosion additive used in the present
lubricant under the name of Ortholeum 535 has shown to be d.nother anti-aeration
suipressa.t. 'The visocity of tae base lubricant alis influen~ces the aeration of the
'finished5 rrod~ucts.~ The~ 3-centistoke base lubricant gave sigulficantly better results
with Ortholei.m 162 t1~an the I entist,-ke 0~1.

After the opt~mizn anti-aeraticai additive was selected for the final
proapective oil in laboratorr Warirg Blendor tests (see Section C), the lubricant
w"z tr ted at Western Gear Corporation usng the first- and second-stage Titan Il
p~roduct ion _-esrboý..ee. The fuel shaft lower bearing was selected for the graph,
because thi6 bearing has one of~ the highest temperatures recorded within the gearbox.
As cam be seen from Figures 41, 42, and 43 thn 3156 mineral oil showed identical
temperature distribution as the MIL-L-'303D(l). lubricant, which is known for its good
%nti-aeration stabilitY.

6. Corropiveness andI Przervative Characteristics

The itew lubr-1,1nt ve formlated to usaintain its high anti-scuffing
characteristicq, whi,7h iz m&4e possibl- by the -. ti-scuf'f' additive (Orthole,-i 162).

arld orsvezhteni ob selection of anti--scvff uiddtive is difficult bec~aise good gear-loading capacity
-.st be balan~ced with 2.owV-corrosicn vaL107s. The anti-scuff scticon of most load-
carryig additives relies on the croveattack of an active compound. Therefore,

0-tt -'1 three available anti-i..;uff groups, which contain sulphur,

~hlo~n-,and iphospborus, a~ phosphor oz-c,)Dtaining additive has been selected.
SuIphur-cnnta~ining sdditives could not be considered becaup-. cf~ey would att&Ck AilvTdr
lining uf the bearirg cage, Chlorine-cont~aining sdditive!. are not compatible witi%
thc- propellants, The Ortholem 162 acid phosphate additir'e vill attack the tin lining
of oil c-Pis ia r.d ýaild steel in presence of water. The folloin.,g ;.etals have .)een found

to be .tffected by zhe hevýe additive:
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IV, E, Evaluation of Final Prospective Lubricant (cont.)

Presence of
Material Water Neat Oil Observation

52100 steel Yes Formation of colorless

coating (Vaseline)

SAZ 1025 steel Yes Slightly dull

Bras --- Yes Discoloration

4140 steel -- Yes Dark gray discoloration

Bronze Yes Slight discoloration

The lubricant will also dissolve black oxide coating of the gear(FE04•) within 30 days.

To explore corrosiveness of the candidate lubricant, tests were
performed on the standard SAE 1020 spindles at different concentrations nf water
and different temperatures. No ill effect (corrosion) was established; huwever,
the formation of colorless coating was established in the presence of water at rocu
temperature.

The established allowable water content in the lubricant is 1.5%
by weight. At roo t'emperature, with a 0.2% concentration of water, the SAE 102-1
spindle would became dull with sane colorless precipitation on its surface. The
same test conducted at 1400 F shows no precipitate formation and only slight dullness
of the spindle.

Table XII shows corrosion test results obtained with two extremes
of 0rtholeum 162 delivered for this purpose by DuPont.

Table XIII contains results of the metal corrosion tests performed
with different metals at 3470 F for a test duration of 24 hours. As can be seen in
this table, the metal corrosion is below corrosive limits as set forth for the new
lubricant in Specification AGC-44209.

The conclusion drawn fro the above tests indicates that the dis-
coloration and colorless precipitate on same of the metals is the balance between
the extreme pressure additive and the corrosive action of E.P. additive and that
this balance should be maintained to have strong lubricant to protect the gears from
the scuffing. Addition of an anti-corrosive agent such as Ortholeum 535 has improved
considerably the corrosiveness of the new lubricant in the presence of water.

MIL-L-7808D(l) oil and 3156 mineral oil were tested for their
preservative action on the metal surfaces in DuPont humidity 'abinet tests, AhotM'
in Table XIV. Both of the lubricants failed in preventing rust formation.
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TABLz II

SPINDLE CORROSION TESTS

Ixtres Values of Ortholei 162

Three Determinatims

SAX 1020, Spindle at Roca Temperature and 140*F for 5 Days and 0.2% Water

Moo-Acid P#p!ohate Content

RoaMinisms Rc Mauimim
Roen Roon

Teinerature 14O0F Tgpratu 1tO0re

Oil Slightly cloudy Clear Clear Clear

Spindle Dull Dull Dull Dull

Vaseline-lik- formavion Very light None Very light None

ppt Very light lone None None
(Viscous)

Scum Traces Traces Traces Traces

Table XII
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TABU XIII

METAL CORROSION TESTS

(At 347°F for 24 hr)

metals Allowable WeiOht CMeO, nn/cm2

iron 0.2 .0.02

Aluminusm 0.2 +0.02

Silver o.2 -0.02

Copper 1.5 -1.29

Table IIII
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TABU XIV

DuPOWT HIMIDIT! CABINET TESTS*

Hualdity Box Test per JAN-B-792:

1220, 100% relative humidity

% Area Rusted

FormulJat ion 2 br 44b

Bray Oil Co. ?4IL-L-7808D(1) 45 T5

Batch 41 IS 93

ase oil 0.3% Ortho. 162 21 98

+ 0.005% Ortho. 535

Base oi' 61 98

Bae oil + 5% Ortho. 535 0 22

NIL--6083139* 0

"Sepecified Lu Specirication MIL-c-8188C
*eTraa rust spots at "1414 hr

Table XIV
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IV, E, Evaluation of Final Prospective Lubricant (cont.)

7. Long-Term Storage

The 3156 lubricant wax developed so as to permit no precipitation,
separation, turbidity, or any other deterio-ation for a minimu. period of 18 months
at the outside extreme temperatures between -65 to +16OF. Several cycling tests
at these temperatures failed tu show any deteriorating effect of these extreme
temperatures. No separation or precipitati'm ot the additives tua observed and the
lubricants remained clear as before the tests.

Eight samples were placed in storage in Januarv 1f966, as shown in
Taole XV. Water and TIL-L-76OSf(l) oil were added to the prnepective lubricant to
observe whether any deterioration would occur during the 18-month storage time.
The gearbox samples -.-ere added to the neat and eontaiLated lubricant. All the
metal samples were made from original par*s. One side of the sample vas polished
t.o -6 FwS. Observations are being made each month; first-conth observations are
shown in Table XVI.

Since the reported content of the MIL-L-7808D(l) oil in t-c gearbox
after the gearbox spin test has been established at about 2; (see Figure 44), the
new lubricant is added to the Tican II gearbox, waich may contain 2% of toe presen';ly
used lubricant. The mixture will have to be stable in the gearbox during 1 months
at least. It is anticipated that the water content Way be between 0.1 to 0.2% when
a ".-urbine seal leak is encounter-ed.

An accelerated t•toa ge test is being made at 1850F where the
lubricant is observed for any neut'•aliiation nimber change. Copper corrosion is
being established at intervals of 0, 7, and every 15 dkys until the depletion of
lubricant (one gallon). This test refults are shown in Table XVII.

8. Surimarv on the Evaluation of Final Pros!pective Lubricant

The following suzxrar shows a comparison of the performance of the

ntc. lubricant viih the one presently used:

Humble
Test 3L-L-7808O(l)

Lo.d-Carrying Ability (Ryder Gear Test) lb/in. 2ý "0 to .3200 2000 to 2200

Filter Plugginr, Pass Na led

Ccrpatibility w.th P_,pellsnts Paas Failed

Aerat ior. oass Pass

;orros!on Pass Pass

Eolg- Trz torage (18 months)* Ur.knovn Pass

*Neat Lubricant C-tly
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TABLE XV

oIjG-Tvx OTORIA TEST

1. Batcb 41 oil + 0.1$ water

2. Batch 41 oil + 0.1$ water

+ 2% KIL-L-7808D(l) oil

3. ��atch 41 oil + 0.1% water

+ 2% MIL-TO0&(1) oil

+ gearbox parts

4. Batch 41 oil + gearbox parts

5. Batch 4i oil + 0.2% water

+ 2% KIL--,-T788D(l) oil

+ g•arbox parts

6. Extended storage teat (Neat oil)

7. A.. elerated storage test at 1850F

8. Humicdity chaaber teo- with gearbox parts

Storage Rqi~

No change obacr,d af.tr c•zln- oi.. -betvin -65 and +16÷*O

-able X7
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TABLE XVT

REULTS OF LOJG-TRM 8TM &GE TWSTS WITH GZAIRBOX PARTS

Observation after One Month, Betch 1 •i0, Neat

Material Observat ion

I-Si-bronse Shiny
4620 steel Sid

9370 stee Shiny
Type 347 arainlese steel Shiny

356-T6 alumimam Dull

Type 40 stainless steel Shiny

Brass Dul1

6o61-T6 alminwm Dull

1010 mild carbon steel Dul i

52100 bearinxg Gray tarnish

AX350 SbIZ7

Bron! e Dull

O-Ring N/C
Gasket I/C

Carbo CDJ-33 I/C

Filler screen N/C

Tab'e X'i•
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TAKE XVII

STORAGC STABILITY TES•3 AT 185'?

Copper Corrosion, Kc,
evŽ __U/!N2 M__

-0o8 o.69

-0 ....

-0 .65

7-2.9 0,59

-2.5

, - 1 .9 0 .6o 0

-3.9

28 -2.9 0.51

-3. 0
-> 2

42 -2.95 0.31

S-37

56-38 .-. 35

-3.;
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IV, M, Emlustion of Fina~l Prospective La~z-1cant (contj.

The new~ lubr~icant has its defini-'e e&anotage ov~m 1,ho Bry'co 880
Conojet lubric~at- The loa rcwy!½ ability of the new lirbricsý,t is ros%.41:ircbij
higher when the clean mttal strfac~to are exp(Aed to beveficiAl &.ctiý?n ofth E.P;;
additiver. It is superior to the r:eutently uafei labric~.t ulhn the lubtricant i.'s
tested in the n.~trogen-blunkoited envriromeenti. It t.s a bknod' Nct, that the estor-
base lubrt:azit would Icre its lubricity in thr abxaece of oxyge.-. The tests
confirmed that MIL-L-T8CTD(l) oz~l loa~c tbowr. 50% of ita aoL.cryn bility in
the neutral atmosphere whilie the Liev nndi&:te lrbtric"ant1 till rem'in Uc.._-,nged,

Tests ruL with tb't gt&.: wot ith the black oxidt ?,%ve aliovn
that the ,156 miuirtl oil per~orxed bqtvween 30) azd 5ri% of it.-: dtzori7Pated cla~n
gear capacity, Vnile the 880- Conojet (B~ryco) lubricant wee not Lff:)cteA. Dae!aileA
discusus.c- of thp. oxiiea rToblea can be found ';zder %oad-Cw,,yi* Alvllity:,
Sesetion E~,2. fLn waknoiun chi-racteristic of th, ;1i56 miner'al 0-4. -_1 that it it-ZmB
'white fleaky precipitat~e 1aL the preeenct of mor*~ tbvi 0.1% of water. nhe filter-
,.-gn test~i, houvever, have sho,,n tZM- tnis nre_-ipit&a-1e w..'l not plug the. ft!.ter

and woizul melt &t 159*1% and at or abo~ve thiis teperature, the lubricant bw.-cer.
Clear ý"iwr 10, !nadiin the contAzcinatior specificstioit :limits Vhe WL~ve
Conte,-.t to~

E--ctllent chil.Ucal statility of the !:aný½ dat* Iiubricrcnt wu~z proven
in the naerc~uz tests and mak.ýc this -. *-rivxAnt desimrblG for the '41tan 11foll
,garboxes.

floexing and aeration ofi both, lub;-'cant:ý are about the oxae.
kci7odingly, Zlie cooling, effott of the bitcalkr areas within tr.geroxi

Loug-dzuntiun stwrage- test.s to elatt ehow~ t~.at in the presence of
wat.er t-he prtitective a~ciof tH1,%ble 3156 liabr1'cant p. !veeta rust formation
on tho gea. Nv= pertg, Red vrat i~ found an thaa &= pnrla Vhen they Were exposied
to Rr-,.reo 660 Cono~et 1ubric~vn' cotal~in, 01f e.~e 'ertv ete

of ~e peset an. nw ~1ý,ed by h~aidit~- cabln,.t toust ax~e aqtzl * but both
are Poorar t-eax those *o' 2,eeval oils (such r.a zeet Spec ifi. %&tiong .IL-C~-8l88C

F. 'FUPUE AtýLIFTT(A-TON OF n~v OIL MRf MTI'AN KM;1-V

TA;i, oi1L designated IHUnbl'. 3156, developed ;on this progrfAM b aS been
* thomugh4 v, ury at the ILDborstory au~i cop~nent savel &Ad ha-s been found

s.uperier t't "he presexft oil i~a ne*,ly al.I areas. A71, tv~bcpwp operational conditio~a
c.nn t effectf;vely or eacnomically reprcxbuccd at the labora-tory and component level.

llTerefor6, further ev3 ustion irG required &~t tha timbopump assembly (TPA) cold flow

Tho qualificet-Uon pnrogrrtm obj!!ctiv~ea should be aimed at proving the
ýý,pcb~lltiez cf the nay oll in a YAraum~ assembly, "z~der the most adverse operating
:2nditions normally emcountored di~r~ng the life of such a unit. It is also desirable
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IV, F, Future Qualification of New Oil for Tlitean _Sgino (cort.)

to gaz-4a~te the nev oil in a TPA t-i conditiwi~s that acce'~tuate -.he protlems enicountered
vith the rr,rznt oil. Other problem areaz to be considered U~at vere 'tncounteritd in
laboratory screening test* with the new oil are as fol"Ios:

(1) A vbite gelatino~us precipitate cw.'asW by cacewgive c-ater in the
luric'ivio oil.

(2) A tendetnY to frrm a Vaselinea.like tubstance on soft steel ccmpouents
at room temperaetuxe.

(31' Discoloration or gray, tarniah tformced on bearings and low carbon
steel emponenta.

(14) A decrease in load-_'arrying ab~litty in the presence of blank-oxide-
coated Sea~rs.

(5) De~gradation of black oxide coatinlgs on nonvearing curfaces.

To exDl-ore all the conditions iu which the new oil mwj be expected
týo pr.ovide lubricatio-n, the quliftication testing shou.ld be accomplished in three
phases with the foilc.ving units:

1. Titan II field units

2. Titan 11 production components, exce~pt with Do blatk oxi~lt on
the Sears,

3. Titan 11 cmror -.t

Thiase I1 tests sho~uld evaluate the nev oil at, the followinzg
couiti'.ns:

I - Ma~imum ail."oabli contawoinsnt, of 0.15% tiater, 0,10%
AirroZLAE 50, nru, N204 , and 2% MMIL-t.TGOBDWl oil.

2. Max.im hot gas lesk to the gearbox of 30 psi& (to simulate
flight conditions).

It sho-ld lbe est-abiinhed that the new oi.l in accept~.ble at these
conditions by performing a aer ies of fullYdration tests on ft TPA that has exhibited
h~igh tem~peratures, a high lubrication jet prcasure decay, mid turbine seal leakage.

In Phiase 2, these tc~ts should be repeated without black oxide on
the gears,

In Phase 3, thece tests should be conducted with Titani III
c c~ponents.
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IV, F, Future Qualification of New Oil for Titan Ligine (cont.)

2. Posttest qlification Data

For a lubrication oil inspection, the oil drained from the lubrica-

tion system after each cold flow or engine test is to be analyzed for the following

a. Viscosity

b. KOH (neutralization number)

c. Precipitate

d. Compatibility (tendency to stratify)

e. Aeration (.ntrained gates)

f. Water content

g. N2 04 conten.t

b. AeroZINE-50 content

i. Filter screen deposit analysis

The gearboxes are to be disa.q.!' and the coniponents inspected
after each test cr at such intervals deemed necessary by enginecring to esteblish
wear or degradation characteristics of all affected components.

Inspection record data is to be kept on, but is not limited to,
the following:

1. Inspection of bearings per Specification AGC-4632?.'.

2. Visual inspection of all gear teeth and proeration of involute
profile charts on Teeth 1, 2, and 3 of the pinion gesrs of both stages.

3. Re;ording of the condition of the seal cavity relative to
contamination from lubrication cl and listing of postfire leak check data.

4. Tnspection of all components for vaxnish-like deposits.

5. Inspection of the inter-ior of the gcarbox for any deposits that
may be attributed to the new oil.
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APPUDIX I

AEROWiT-GF~ERMAL CORKZ24TION GXAIR LUBRICANT SPECIFICATION AM-4i~4209
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1. SCOPE

1.1 This specification establishes the minimum requirements for a petroleum
(naphthene type) base, high temperature lubricating oil suitable for use in gearboxes
for extended storage pe'lc~n of 18 months, minimum, (see 6.1).

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 Departmvn.. of Defense documents.- Unless othervise specified, the
following documents, listed in the issue of the Department of Defense Index of Speci-
fications and Standards in effect on the date of invitation for bids, shall form a
part of this specification to the extent specified herein.

SPECIFICATIONS

Military

MIL-L-T808D, Lubricating Oil, Aircraft Turbine
Amendment 1 Engine, Synthetic Base
9 September 1961

MIL-S-13282 Silver

STANDARDS

F:deral

Federal Test Lubricants, Liquid Fuels, and Related
Method Products; Methods of Testing
Standard T91

(Copies of Aocumentb required by contractors in connection with specific procure-
ment functions should be obtained as indicated in the Department of Defense Index
of Specifications and Standards.)

2.2 Other documents.- Unless otherwise spec.," i, the following documents,
of the issue in effect on the date of invitation for bids, shall form a part of this
specification tQ the extent specified herein.

STANDARDS

American Society for Testing and' Materials

ASTM D92 Method of Test for Flash and Fire Points
by Cleveland Open Cup

ASTM D97  Method of Test for Cloud and Pour Points

ASTM D270 Sampling Petroleum and Petroleum Products

ASTM D286 Autogenous Ignition Temperatures of
Petroleum Products

Page 55
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ASTM D287 Method of Test for API Gravity of Petroleum
Products, Hydrometer Method

ASTM D4h5 Method of Test for Kinematic Viscosity

ASTM D664 Neutralization Number by Potentiometric Titration

ASTM D892 Method of Test for Foaming Characteristics of
Lubricating Oils

ASTM D1160 Distillation of Petroleum Products

ASTM D1744 Water in Liquid Petroleum Products by
Karl Fischer Reagent

(Copies of ASTM standards may be obtained from the American Society for Testing and
Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia 3, Pennsylvania.)

2.3 AeroJet-General Cerporation documents.- Unless otherwise specified,
the following documents, of the latest issue in effect, shall form a part of this
specification to the extent specified herein.

SPECIFICATION

AGC-44hOl AeroZINE 50

3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Qualification.- The product furnished under this specification shall
be a product -wh.h has been tested and has passed the qualification tests specified
herein and has been listed on, or approved for listing on, the applicaole qualified
products list.

3.1.1 Requalification.- Requalification may be required in th. event any
change is made in quality, composition, source of ingredients, or source of manu-
facture of the finished lubricant.

3.2 Material.- The lubricant shall consist of u base stock of naphthene
type oil containing additives for the improvement of oxid.tion resistance, foaming,
Inad-carrying and antl orrosion characteristics.

3.2.1 Petroleum base stoc'E.- The properties of the petroleum base stock,
before the %ddition of any other ingredient, shall be as follows:

Page ¼5
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Test Method
Property Requirement FTS-72la ASTh

Specific gravity at 6b0F 0.863 + 0.005 401 D-287

Flash point, COC, Or, min. 325 1103 D-92

Fire point, COC, OF, Min 3b0 1103 D-92

C.,lor, Saybolt, Min. ÷30 101 D-156

Precipitation number, Max. 0.03 3101 ---

Water content, Karl Fischer, 0.01 3253 --

$ max.

Pour point, OF, Max. -30 201 D-97

D.I itillate at 3300F, lC0m Hg 5% max .-- D-l16

Viscosity, kinematic,

cstks at 1000F 1i.2 + 0.7 305 D-45

cstks at 210°F 3.00 + C.15 305 D-445

Neutralization number mgKOH/gr 0.03 5105 D-664
Max.

3.2.2 Additives.- The only additives added to the oase stock oil shall be
the following for the achievement of antioxidant, antiwear, antifoam and anticor-
rosion characteristics.

3.2.2.1 Antioxidant.- The antioxidant to be added shall be 0.-50 + 0.05
percent by weight of * 4'-methylenebis (2,6-ditert-butylphenol as manufactured by
Ethyl Corporation, or Lquivalent).

3.2.2.2 Antiwear.- The antiwear compound to be added shall be 0.30 + 0.02
percent by weight of 0rtLoleume 162 lubricant assistant as manufactured by
E. I. DuPont de NeMours and Company,

3.2.2,3 Antifoam - The ntifo"m compound to be added shall oe 0.10 + 0.02
percent by weight of PC--.44 Defoax'er as manufactured by Monsanto Chemical. Ca.pany.

3.2.2.4 Anticorrosive.- 'he anticor-'osive to be added shei; be 50 + 5 pm
of Ortholeum 535 &a manufactured by E. I. DuPont de Nemours and Ccmpany.

3.3 Phsical and chemicil j.roperties.- I"he -4 nished oil shall have tile
fc' loving properties:

rsIuPont Registered Trademark
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Test 1Method
FIV4 S 791 AS 77%

Visc- , y at I F,• csts 1 .2 + 0.-; 305 D4 5

Yeicssity &. Q, -0 + 0.15 305 D445
I- P 201 D97

1103 D92
at00 7. 5t - 0.863 + 0.005 4Oi D287

N .. AT nzber g 0.600 , 0.050 5105

Maxo 5 1001 D86

te" p, 1152 DI!60

Water content, .- by Wt, Max. 0.01 3253 D1744

-. 4 Corrosion. and oxidation stability.-

3.4.1 Corrosion.- WUhen tested in accordance with this specification, test
saples of carbon steel, aluminum, and silver, shall not experience a weight change
in excess of +0.2 mg/cm2 of surface area. A test sample of copper shall not have a
change in veight in excess of +.2.5 mg/cm2 of surface area. There shall be no pitting,
etchiz-, or visible corrosion on the surface of any of the metals when viewed under
a mZnification of 20 diameters. Staining of the metals is permitted.

3.4.2 Oxidation staili.- The viscosity of the lubricating oil measured
a=ter the corrosion test (3.4.1 shall not have changed more than -5 to +15 percent
from the original viscosity at 1000 F. •re maximum allowable neutralization number
-eter the corrosion test shall be 2.20. Darkening of the lubricating oil during
the 'Cet is permitted.

3.5 Sel~liug of syntheti.. rubber.- Swelling of standard synthetic rubber
"HI" yj the lubricating oil shall not exceed 10 percent change in volume.

3.6 Load-car 1" &bility (gear test).- The load-carrying ability require-
ment shall depend on the number of gears tested as shown below:

No. of Load-Carrying Requirements Average Relative Rating*
Testo (Ib/in.o, minimum) (percent, minimum)

2 3000 107
2800 100

2 t)50 95i
8 2500 89

5 Aver-ge elative Ratings are based on reference oil having a rating of 2800 lb/in.
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A? -~nen~ -d in accordance wit this speca.-
u"-b c-f t',p . g 0--. n-, exceed the follov'rng foam volu e valuen for

t.....t............ .c .ac. tollpse shell occur before the

ýC= VO eSGquen Pe-
TiePeriod

i OO5 Min 1 0 Sec
25 3 min +10 sec

5 imn 1 10 sec
•,- for -!,-he brieating oil when tete!n

~0 A~~.on. In clw1- Im w Dab ~ oi
a cccr daz e with this s pecification shlall1 be 90 sec, maximmum.

3,9 Cn9billty.- When tested in accordance with the compatibility
rroccdur'as of thi specifit-ation the lubricating oil ahall meet the following
reqTirements.

3.9_1 Nitroge tetro ide L-04.- No solid precipit•cion at end of 12 hour
test 1priod.

3.9.2 AeroZINE 50.- No solid precipitation at end of 72-hour teat period.
A +ej.rtue• rise of t is pemissible. After centrifuging, a slight cloudiness
of the oil layer is permissible.

5.9.3 Moist A==onia.- No solid precipitation at end of 72-hour test period.
Cloudiness of the oil layer is permitted.

3.9.4 Water.- No solid precipitation at end of 72-hour test period.

3.9.5 MIL-L-7808D(l) oil.-

3.9.5.1 After 168 hours.- TIhe mixture of lubricant and 2.0 + 0.1 percent
MIL-L-7808D(l) oil shall show no sign of separation or precipitation when main-
tamned at a temperature of 221 + 50F for 168 + 0.5 hours. After centrifuging,
the mixture shall not be turbid or have zore precipitate than 0.005 ml/200 ml
of oIl.

3.9.5.2 After 18 monthu.- The mir-ture of lubricant and 2.0 + 0.1
percent of MIL-L-7rO8D l)oil shall show no signs of separation and meet the
extended storage stability req_,-re+ensVa when stored in a dark room for 18
months .t 75 + 50F.

3.10 Extended storae sbility- The lubricant, when tested for extended

storage stability in accordance with this rpecif~cation, shall show no signs of
separation (stratification or preci•itation) after 18 months. In addition, the
lubrlcswt shell meet the requtrenents of the following properties when tested after
vene 59tt
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3.11 cInEfect.- The lubricant shall not show emy sign of separation,
turbidity, or precipitation w7hen tested between the time and temperatures specified
in Section 4.14.

3.12 Filterability.- When mixed and filtered as specified in Sectioin 4,
the increase in thy pressure drop through the filter shall not exceed 8.0 psi.

3.13 QuLity- The lubricant shall be homogeneous and contain no mixture
of reoin, rubber, soaps, g~s, fatty oils, oxidized hydrocarbons, or other additives
(except as specified herein).

3.14 T e!rature limitation.- At no time during the lubricant blendiAng
process, or operations subsequent thereto, shall the temperature of the lubricant
or its components exceed 3000 F.

eQUJ.ATY ASSU&NCE PRrVTSION-

4. Supp1ier resRonsibLiity.-

4oi.i Inspection.- Unless otherwise specified, the strmlier is responsible
for the performance of all inspection requirements as specififd herein and may use
any facilities acceptable to the Aerojet-General Corporation (AG•). The supplier
sha*ll su--it a c-ertified test report showing the material conforms to all require-
ments of this specification prior to qualification. The supplier shall submit a
certified test report with each lot of material offered for accaptance shoving that
the material conforms to the acceptance tests specified herein.

4..o- Prances.- The supplier shall make no chanrg in processing
techniques or ot!.er factors affecting the quality of the product, after quelifica-
tion has been granted, without prior notification to AGC.

4,!3 Reection'- A lot of material shall be subject to rejection if a
single sample from that lot fails to satisfy all of the acceptance tests specified
herein. in the event a sample fails to satisfy an acceptance test, a resanple and
retest shall be permitted prior to rejection of a lot.
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4.? Inspction lots.-

4.2.1 Batch.- An indefinite quantity of a homogeneous mixture of material
manufactured by a single plant run through the same processing equipment witX no
change in ingredient material.

4.2.2 Lot.- An indefinite number of identical size an,' type unit packages
offered for acceptance and filled with a bomogeneous mixture r daterial manu-
factured by a single plant run through the same procp-- zent with no
change in ingredient material.

4.3 Classification of tests.- The iL,.. A nad testing of the
lubricant shall be classified as follows:

(a) Sualification tests.- Qualification tests are those tests conducted
on samples of material to be considered for qualification as a
satisfactory product prior to en invitation for bid.

(b) Acceptance tests.- Acceptance tests are those tests accomplished
on material manufactured and submitted for acceptanc- under contract.

4.4 Qualification testing.- Qualification testing shall consist of the

following tests performed in the order below:

(a) Acceptance teats

(b) Base stock certification

(c) Flash point

(d) Pour point

(e) Distillate

(f) Autoignition tsmperature

(g) Swelling of synthetic rubber

(h) Compatibility tests

(i) Er.endel storage stability

(J) Cycling

(k) Filterability
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4.5 Acceptance testing.- Acceptance testing shall consist of the
following tests:

(a) Viscosity at 100OF

(b) Viscopity at 210°F

(c) Specific gravity, 60°F/600F

(d) Aeration

(e) Neutralization number

(U) Water content

(g) Foaming

kh) Corrosion and oxidation stability at 347'F

(i) Load-carrying ability (Ryder Gear Test)

(j) Certification of c-oncentration and brand names of additives used (3.2.2)

4.6 Sampling.-

4.6.1 Samplin&2lan.- The sampling plan and method used for acceptance
shall be la accordance with Publication ASTM D-)270.

4.6.2 ualification test sa!le.- The qualification test sample shall
consist of 10 gallons of finished lubricating oil taken rcnm each of three batches.
Samples shall be taken in accordance with the method specified in Public"tLun
ASTM D-270, identified as required, and forwarded to the testing laboratory approved
by AGC.

4.7 Test methods.-
4.7.1 Chemical and ph sical tests.- Unless otherwise specified, the tests

of Table I shall be made in accordance with the test methods described in Federal
Test Method Standard 791.

4.7.2 Corrosion and oxiditation stability test.- The corrosiveness and
oxidation stability of the product shall be determine-d by Federal Test Method
Standard 791, Method 5308, with the following exceptions:

(a) Temperature shall be 347 + 1I17.

(b) Length of test shall be 24 hours.

(c) Silver (MIL-S-13282) shall be substituted for magnesium.
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(d) Teflon shall be substituted for ý,,dium plated steel to give rigidity
to the assemblage.

(e) The following sequence of test specimen assembly shall be used:

(1) Copper, Iron, silver aria aluminum with a teflon spacer placed
diagonally.

4.8 Swelliyg of rynthetic rubber test.- The swlling of standard synthetic
rubber "H" shall be determined by Federal Test Method Standard 791, Method 3604.

4.9 Load carrying ability test.- The load carryi:W ability of the product
shall be determined by Federal Test Method Standard 791, Method 6508. Eight deter-
minations shall be made for qualification testing. A minimum number of determina-
tions shall be made for acceptance testing to satisfactorily pass `.he lubricant gear
test requirements.

4.10 Foaming characteristics.- The foaming of the produc• shall be deter-
mined by Federal Test Method Standard 791, Method 3212, except that the settling
periods shall be 5, 3, and 5 minutes, respectively.

4.11 Aeration test. Preheat a sample of the product to 100 + 2'F.
Transfer 200 + 2 ml to a Waring-type bl-nder and mix at high speed fc. -one minute.
Transfer the sample to a 250-al graduated cylinder. Observe the time required for
the sample to clear enough for all graduation marks to be visible when viewed
through the lubricant against a dark background. The first two readings shall be
disregarded. Three determinations are required to establish a value.

4.12 Compatibilit-, tests.- The propellants used in the compatibility
tests are extremely hazardous and should be handled with the precuations pre-
scribed in 6.3.

4.12.1 Nitrogen tetroxide, N204.- Place 20.0 + 0.5 ml of lubricant in a
100-al beaker and cool to approximately 120F. Place a-ma~jetl ¶,tirring bar in
the beaker and place the beaker on a magnetic stirrer. Suspend a thermometer in
the lubricant so that the bulb is covered. Pour a sample of '204 (98 percent
minimum) into a second beaker. When the lubricant has warmed to the temperature
of the N2 04 , turn on the magnetic stirrer, and slowly add 20.0 + 0.5 ml of H204.
Record the temperature during mixing and observe the mixture after 72 hours for
precipitate formation.

NOTE: 50/50 mixture of the oil and nitrogen tetroxide will detonate if heated
to 155lF.

4.12.2 AeroZINE 50.- Place 20,0 4- 0.5 ml of lubricant in a 100-ml beaker.
Place a magnetic & frring bar in the beaker and place the beaker on a magnetic
stirrer. Suspend a thermometer in the lubricant so that the bulb is covered.
Turn on the magnetic stirrer and slowly add 20.0 + 0.5 ml of AeroZINE 50 (per
AGC-44••). Continue mixing for one minute and ce-ntrifuge for 10 minutes at
70 + 5 gravity units to break the emulsion. Observe the L :ture for precipitate
formation after 72 hours.
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4.12.3 Moist ammonia.- Place 120 ml of test lubricant in a clean dry
three-necked, 500-al distilling flask. Connect a 300-ml reflux condenser to the
center opening. Attach cooling water to the condenser. Place a thermometer,
secured through a rubber stopper, in one of the flasks side openings and immerse
in the lubricant until the thermometer bulb is covered. Insert a length of one-
fourth inch outside diameter py.'ex tubing through a rubber stopper in the remaining
flask opening and extend to the bottom of the flask. Connect the other end of the
tubing to an anhydrous ammonia (99.9 percent minimum) sitpply so that the ammonia
passes through two scrubbers (primary absorber with fritted glass disc) before
reaching the lutricant. Add 50 ml of ammonium hydroxide, reagent grade, In e&ch
scrubber. Attach a tube to the upper end of the condenser and vent off excess
ammonia into an exhaust hood. Heat the lubricant to 250 + 50F with a heating mantle
(Glass-Col, Series M) and bubble ammonia through the lubricant at a rate of
4.5 + 0.45 gp/hr for four hours. Check the mixture for a precipitate or other
visible changes after 72 hours.

4.12.4 Water.- Mix three percent of water by volume with the lubricant
and heat to 200 + 57F. After maintaining this temperature for four hours, allow
to cool to ambient temperature. Check the mixture for - precipitate or other
visible changes after 72 hours.

4.12.5 MIL-L-7808D(l) oil.- Mix 2.0 + 0.1 percent by volume of
MIL-L-7808D(l) oil with the lubricant following the same procedure and tests as
for the "extended storage stability test." The 168-hour test shall be performed
in accordance with the requirements of 3.10.5.1.

4.13 Extended storage stability test.- Place one five-gallon can and
one quart clear glass container of the test lubricant in a dark room, maintained
at a temperature of 75 + 50F. At 3, 6, 12, and 18 months, the lubricant in the
clear glass container shill be visually inspected for evidence of separation,
either in the form of stratification or precipitation. Samples shall be taken
from the five-gallon container at the end of 18 months at which time the following
tests shall be performed on the sample.

(a) Viscosity at 100OF

(b) Flash point

(c) Pour point

(d) Corrosion and oxidation stability at 3470F

(e) Foaming

(f) Aeration

(g) Neutralization number

4.14 Cclin test.- The lubricating oil shall be cycled bevween -650F
and +160OF for 24 hours. A minimum of four cyc'.es shall be made. Inspection
for separation, turbidity and precipitate shall be at room temperature.
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4.15 Filterability test.- Blend two quarts of lubricant containing
0.1 + 0.2 percent by weight distilled water in a Waring-type blender at high
speed for one minute. Circulate at 0.10 + 0.01 gpm and 200 + 50F through a
steel or plastic piping system consisting of a pump, reservoir, fiitel, thu,-
mometer, cotrol valve and flow meter. While circulating the lubricant mixture,
bubble into the reservoir 400 + 100 cc/hr of gaseous ammonia. The filter through
which the ammonia contaminsted-lubricant shall pass shall be a 40-micron,
stainless steel one with an effective filtering area of two square inches. Filter
the mixture for eight hours, After this period of time, measure the pressure
increase across the filter.

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

5.1 Packaging and packing.- The packaging and packing of the lubricating
oil shall be in accordance with the following:

5.1.1 Containers.- The size of the containers shall be one q'nart cans.
Containers shall be made of a plastic which is non-reactive with the lubricant.
Before filling, all containers shall be thoroughly cleaned 4-r4 inspected.
Containers shall be completely absent of water.

5,1.2 Filling.- The lubricant shall be filtered through a suitable filter
assembly rated at 10 microns or finer, situated as close to the container filler
equipment as may be feasible.

5.2 Marking.- Each unit package and each packing container shall be

marked a. 0Ilows:

5.2.1 Unit package.- Each unit package shall be marked as follows:

(a) AGC-44209

(b) 3156 Gear Lubricant

(c) Manufacturer's Identification Code

(d) Batch Number

In addition, the foll,-.ving warning note shall appear:

"WARNING" DO NOT MIX WITH ANY OTHER FLUID OR OIL

5.2,2 Packing container.- Each packing container shall be marked as follows:

(a) AcG-44209

(b) 3156 Gear Lubricant

(c) Manufacturer's Identification Code

(d) Date of Manufacture

(e) Batch Number
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6. NOTES

6.1 Intended use.- This product is to be used for the lubrication of
high speed gears when under heav- load at temperaturea up to 350°F and stored for
a period in excess of 18 months.

6.2 Qualification.- Procurement contracts will be awarded only for such
products that, prior to the closing date for receipt of quotations, have been
tested and approved for inclusion on the applicable qualified products list (QPL).
The attention of suppliers is called to this requirement, and they are urged to
have the products that they propose to offer to AGC tested for qualification in
order that they may be eligible to be awarded contracts for the products covered
by this specification. The activity responsible for the QPL is AGC.

6.3 Safety.-

6.3.1 2MjtibilitL.- N204 and AeroZINE 50 should not be present in the
laboratory at the same time. The compatibility tests of soil and propellants should
be carried out in a laboratory hood equipped with forced air ventilation. AeroZINE 50
and N2 04 compatibility tests should be done behind a safety shield consisting of a
double thickness of safety glass held in place by an aluminum or other metal frame-
work. The safety glass should be approximately 2 feet by 2-1/2 feet. The propellant
should be added to the oil by reaching around the side of the safety shield and
slowly aiding the propellant to the oil. An asbestos glove and a face shield should
be worn while performing this operation. N2 04 is a strong oxidizer and must be kept
away from all oxidizable substances. The hood used to carry out tests with N2 04
should be thoroughly cleaned before use.

6.3.2 2 hazards.- The fumes or vapors from N2 04 are extremely toxic
and capable of producing acute poisoning. A concentration of only five parti per
million is the maximum allowable concentration (continuous exposure during an eight
hour period). Although acid fumes containing this amount of N2 04 are usually
detectable by odor, vapors from liquid N2 04 are more deceptive and may reach
dangerously high concentrations before throat irritation occurs. The exact thresholA
of poisoning from N2 04 probably varies with individuals and acute or fatal poisoning
may occur with little or no -arning to the victim at the time of inheleticn. The
toxicity symptoms and over-exposure effects from N2 04 are almost identical with those
for nitric acid. The symptoms of poisoning by the inhalation of the oxides of nitro-
gen or nitric acid vapors are determined by the relative concentrations of the toxic
substances in the vapor, the duration of exposure, the total vapor conct-tration,
and, to some extent, the susceptibility of tpe individual. Upon inhaling nitric
acid vapor or nitrogen oxide fumes, little warning is given as 'o the degree of
exposure, In case of over-exposure, the usual burning sensation of the nose and
throat will subside shortly after exposure, only to be followed in five to eight
hours by symptoms of nitric acid poisoning, coughing, burning of the chest and
difficulty in breathing, varying in intensity with the degree of over-exposure.
In other cases excessive inhalation of the oxides of nitrogen presents a distinctly
different appearance characterized by dizziness, faintness and lowered blood
pressure. Should any of the above symptoms be noticed, report imediately to first
aid. Should the first symptoms occur after working hours, contact a physician or
call first aid for instructions.
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6.3.3 AeroZINE 50 hazards.- AeroZINE 50 is a blend of hydrazine an'.
unsyzuetrical-dimethylhydrazine (UDMIH). Botii of these meteriu-a are toxic and can
cause poisoning by contact, inhalation or ingestion. Both are caustic and cause
irritation of the skin or injury to the eyes or mucous membranes, Hydrazine is
explosive in the vapor state. It is a strong reducing agent and if spilled on
such material as wood, paper, rags or rusty iron, should be washed away at once
with large amounts of water. If AeroZINE 50 comes into contacs with the skin or
eyes or other parts of the body, it should be vashed away at once with large amouv÷ts
of clean water and first aid or medical attention should be obtained izuediattly.
The presence of AeroZINE 50 in the air is detectable by the ummonia-like odor.
The presence of this odor is warning of the pr..sence of harmful concentratioLs. The
maximum allowable concentration (MAC) for hydrazine is 1.0 part per million; for
UDMH the MAC is 0.5 part per million. Due to the higher volatility of UD1H, the
vapor existing over liquid AeroZiJE 50 is essentially all UDMH and the MAC of
0.5 ppm should be observed.
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The lood-carrying ability of lubricating oils with reference to gears is
measured in pounds per inch. The pounds is a measure of the force transmitted from
the driving teeth to the driven gear teeth. Since the contact area of these teeth
at any instant is virtually a line, the inch units is the measure of the length of
this line or, in general, the axial width of the gear tcoth.

The lcad-carrying capacities of oils are investigated by testing each oil in
a machine in which all opera;ing conditions are constant except the transmitted load.
One such machine is the Erdco Universal Tester, Ryder Gear Method, shown in Figure 45.
A detailed procedure for the operation of this machine ii given in Federal Test
Standard 791a, Method 6508. (Figures 45 through 51 in this appendix have been
extracted from V1MB 791a.)

For the purpose of this report, a brief discussion of the "Pour square" prin-
ciple, test gears, and test oil chamber will suffice.

Figure h6 is a cross-sectional view of the Ryder Gear Machine, seo, Item A in
Figure 45. The up.p- shaft is driven at the right end "oy components B, C, D, and E
in Figure 45. The vest gears T and U, Figure 3, are mounted on the shafts in the
tes+ oil chamber Ljarked TOC. i'ote the heiical slave gears, shown in Figure 47, and
the location of the ring grooves near the shoulders marked "P".

A. STANDARD TEST PROCEDURE

1. Installation of Test Gears

Test gears are installed, as shown in Figure 48, with the serial numbers
outward for the first test and the working side is arbitrarily called Side A. The
support and load oil system is arranged as shown in Figure 49. The test sequence
is as follows:

a. Side A is tested with a pressure P of 5 nsig for 10 min.

b. The test is stopped, the working surface of every tooth on he
narrow test gear is examined for scuffing, and the results are t,%bulated as indl.cated
in Figure 50.

c. Pressure P is then increased to 10 nsig, and steps (a) and (b) are
repeated.

d. The pressure P is increased in increments of 5 psig until the
aversae percent gear scuff is approximately 40%.

The test ih then stopped and the test Rears are turned over on their
respective shafts; i.e., with the serial numbers aayv .rom the viewer. After the
test oil chamber and circuit (see Figur, 49) hag been cleaned and flushed with test
oil and -71nally refilled with test oil, the above sequence is repeated. Res-ra•niin
the gears causes the load to be apl!ied to new tooth surface on both '-ars. This
securnd side is called Side B.
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A, Standard Test Procedare (cont.)

2. Conditions of Tests

During the test run, test oil is sprayed on the gear teeth at the rate
^4A 270 +5 mlimin. The spray jet is directed at the gear teeth as they are
unweshing.

Assebed as shown in Figure 46, both the slave gears and test gears are
engaged to form a "squarf." The housing and seal &rrangement in such that lubricating
oil pressure from a seconds.-7 source, not test oil, can be supplied to the shoulders

of the shafts in the direction indicated by the arrows in Figure 47. Pressure
applied at the shaft shoulders tends to translate the shafts axially in opposite

directions. The resulting "four square" principle can be more readily understood
if the lower s~haft (Figure 4T) is considered rigid,ý I :., non-rotatable, and

translates the upper shaft to the right. Note that tne slave gears are helical gears
ith approximately 250 helix angles and that this translation would cause the upper

shaft to rotate uten the slave gears are entaged.

When the shafts and gemrs are assembled as in Figure 46, the test gears

resis•t this tendency to rotate. The forces resisted by the test gears is propor-
Uional to the pres.ure applied at P on the upper shaft in Figure 47. Pressure is
applied at P on the lower shaft to produce an equal on opposite force to that of the
upper shaft. The only drive power required thon ia that necessary to overcome the
frictional losseq in the radial bearings and gears. Since the pressure P can be
varied d-,irimg operation, it follows that the loads on the test gears can be increased
in specific incrmente.

Standard Ryder Gear teats are condurted at a constant speed of 10,000
rp and 165 +5÷F and test oil temperature.

3. Flotting of Data

The data obtainpd for both Sides A and B during the above tests are

plotted on semilog graph paper (as shown in Figre 51), and the 22.5% line is drawn
through both curves. The, intercept of the 22.5% lint and the data plot for Side A
is marked "X," and tizat for Side B is marked "Y." The 22.5% line is an arbitrary
standard degree oft t.,uffing used throughout the industry in the evaluation of all
v)l1 Figure 51 =urv- are plotted for each batch number oil tested for AGC.

,. Cal~'latins Load-Carryin Ability

The lood-carryin# ability of eacn gear s - ii caleulated as follow:

L P

"W2

L - Load-carrying ability (or scuff limited load) of the lubricant,
Ib/in.
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A, Standard Test Pricedure (cont.)

K - Ryder Gear Machine constant (approximately value 18.55)

P a Load-oil pressure, psig

W 2 r Effective tooth width, in. (narrow test gear only)

Here the load-oil pressure P is the value corresponding to the "X" or
"Y" intercepts of the curves in Figure 51.

B. STANDARD REFERECE OIL

In order ta establish that the Ryder Gear Machine is performing within its
design limits, a series of tests are conducted using a standard reference oil.
The oil used is SAE 50, which has a viscosity of 20 centistokes at 210*F. The
foAloving values were recorded for such a test:

Oil Side A Side B

Reference 2540 2540
2850 2500
2660 2720
2860 2650
226o 2260
3160 2780
3380 2850

19,710 ! ,300

3,010

Average load-carryina capability 2715 lb/in.

After each 20 determinations on test oils (10 sets of gears), two determina-
tions (ýne set of, gears) are •ade on the standrd reference oil. The two oldest
determinations of the eight previo..- -. ference tests are dropped, and the latest two
values are used to determine the new avera.6ng rating. This value is used to
e, abl-sh 3 rating for test oils relative to SAE 50 and is calculated as follows:

helative Test u" Average Rating
Rating % R eference Oil Average Rating x 100
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The properties of Humble 3156 gear lubricant are ourmarizel in Pitl2. XVIII.

TABLE XVIII

PROPERTIES OF HUMBLE 3156 GEAR LUBRICANT
(Base Oil: Humble 3153 3-Centistoke Super-Refined Naphthenic Oil)

Item Batch Test By: Method
No. Test 41 AGC Esso FTM5 121a ASTM Other

1 Viscosity at 21i^7, cs 3.10 X 305 D-445

2 Viscosity at 1000F, cs 14.2 X 305 D-445

3 Pour Point, OF -30 X 201 D-97

4 Flash Point, 0F 325 X 1103 D-92

5 Autoignition Temperature, OF 735 X 1152 D-286

6 Specific Gravity at 60/600F 0.863 X 401 D-287

7 Acid Number, mg/gr KOH 0.60 X X 5105 D-1160
to 0.85

8 Distillate at 3300F, 10 mm 5% X
pressure

9 Corrosion & Oxidizer Stability X X ML -L-
7808D(l)

Copper /cM2 -1.29 Similar
Soft Steel mg/cm2  -0.12 to
Aluminum mg/cm2  +0.10 5308.14
Silver mg/cm -0.07

10 Foaming Characteristics X MIL-L-
9T08D(1)

Sequence 1 (5/5) Pass Similar Similar
Sequence 2 (5/3) Pass to to
Sequence 3 (5/5) Pass 3211.2 D-892-63

11 Water Content, % by vgt, Max. 0.01 X
(Karl Fisher)

12 Spindle Corrosion Test X AGC

140?F for 5 days Pass
Room Temperature for 5 Days Pasg

13 Storage Stability X P4L-L-
8708D(l)

14 Extended Storage Stability X AGC

Table XVIII, Page 1 of 2
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TABLE XVIII (cont.)

Item Batch Test By: Method
No. Test 4l AGC Esso T 79la ASTM Other

15 Long-Duration Corrosion and X AGC

Material Compatibility Test

16 Chemical Compatibility Tests: AGC

1204 Pass

Aerozine Pass
Amonia Pass
Water Pass

17 Compatibility with Pass X Similar to AGC
(MIL-L-7808D( 1) 3403

18 Swelling of Synthetic Rubber Pass X 3604

19 Load Carrying Ability, lb/in. 3000 X 6508

20 Aers+ion Test, sec 39 X AGC

21 Specific Heat at:

1000° 0.493
150 0.518
200 0.543
300 0.592
350 o.618

22 Precipitation Number, mg/200 ml Less X 3004/4 MIL-L-
than 7808D(l)

0.005

23 Vapor Pressure at 300 0 F, mm Hg 2.6 X 1201

24 Filter Plugging Test Pass X AGC

Table XV. . 2 2
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Solvent compatibility of the prospective oil, 3156 gear lubr"'ant, and Bryco
Conojet 8C3 (MIL-L-7808D1) lubricant was investigated in the AGC laboratory.

Three solvents were used for the tests:

1. Freon TF
2. Trichloroethylene
3. Solvent 250 (Chevron)

""reon TV is used for the gearbox proper and is highly volatile. T,'chloro-
ethylene is used for cleaning rolling contact bearings in the gearbox. Solvent 250
is umed by t,-e Western Gear Corporation for degreasing of the gears. It is highly
volatile, which reduces chance of contamination. Sall amounts of trichloroethylene
were found in the bearing cavities.

In order to test above two lubricants for chemical compatibility with the
solvents, 5 and 0.1% of each 'jolvent were added to the oil. Metal corrosion
and viscosit: change have be'-n recorded.

From the test results, Which are shown in Table XIX, no reaction could be.
observed with either oil. Also, no free chloride ions have been detected.
Aluinum, soft steel and silver shoved no signs of corrosion. It is concluded
that both oils are solvcnt compatible.
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TABLE XTY

SOLVENT COMPATIBILITY TESTS

Observations
Water, Metal Corrosion, / " Vis-

War, .. Ccosity
Solvent % SAE Change ppt,

Lubricant vfgt. __t Silver klumin'ms 1008 % mW/20 0 ml Othrrs

MIL-L-T808D(l) 5% T'(IP -0.039 -0.039 -0.031 +10.9 None Oil Clear

MIL-L-7808D(l) 0.1% TF ...- 0.024 -0.039 -0.031 + 3.9 None 011 Clear

MIL-L-7808D(l) 5% TCE(2) -0.024 -0,039 -0.085 +11.7 None 011 Clear

MIL-L-7808D(l) 0.1% TCE --- 0 -0.031 -0.016 + 9.3 None Oil Clear

KIL-L-7808D(1) 5% TF 0.15 +0.031 -0.024 -o.16 + 6.9 None Light ppt

MIL-L-7808D(l) 0.1 TF 0.15 C -0.039 -o.46 + '-.7 'Nne Light vmt

MIL-L-7808D(l) 5% TCE C.15 -0o0•• 0.038 -0.0_47 + 5.0 None Light ppt

MIL-L-7808D(1) 0.1% TO7E 0.15 -3.013 -0.036 -0.047 - 3.5 None L'±nt vPt

(3)
MIL-1-7808D(1) 5% S-250 0.15 -0.015 -0.030 -C-.039 + 1.6 Hone Light ppt

Esso 315t. 5% TF --- -0.070 -0.015 -0.039 0 None Ci. Clear

Esso 3156 0.1% T! . .-0.031 0 -0.015 - 5.8 None Oil Clear

Esso 3156 5% TCE --- -0.023 0 -0.0N7 0 None Slightly
"•rbid

Esso 3156 0.1% --- 0 -0.015 -0.047 - 2.6 None Ci-.r

Esso 3156 5% T. 0.15 -0.062 --0.039 - Or.10 - 2.9 None H1:y
Esso 3156 0.1% TF 0.1 -0.05k -0.0!5 -0TO•- - 4.3 None Clear

-0 05 -C 01 .3,

Esso 3156 5.5% TFE 0.15 -0.062 0 -0.-54 3.,J Xtne Hazy

Esso 3156 0.-1% Tcv 0319 0 C 0 •' -
Hazy

Esso 3156 5% S-0.15 0 ÷ 29 None Clear

~2) 'rl oroethy! ene
S. olvent 2ý01 b7- Che vron'
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APPENDIX V

T)MINING AND FLTSMNG PROC•' UE
',OR TITAN i1 G7AJM3OX

Ii
II
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The following draining and flushing procedures should be used in the field
to minimite the aunt of residual MIL-L-7808D(l) oil in the Titan Il gearboxes
prior to refilliag •th the new oil.

A. 87-5 (FIRST-2TAGE GEARBOX)

1. Drain lubrication oil per Engineering Test Directive (ETD) 2.1-3.65.

2. Remove the drain plug ftro the oil side of the lubrication oil heat
exchanger -nd rotate the turbine shaft 800 to 1000 rpm for one minute with an air motor
adapted to t>t turbine rotor.

3. Introduce new oil at the PLD connection at 20 psi while rotating the

turbine shaft at 800 to 1000 rpm and drain per Steps 1 and 2 above.

B. 91-5 (SzCOND-STAGE G EAR OX)

Drain, flush, and reflush per the 37-5 procedure above, except that
rotating the turbine shaf. during draining i, not required, and the applicable
Engineering Test Direcuive is ETD 2.1-3.66.
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